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Board levels the housing playing field Alumni
interview
requests triple

Admissions is considering Skype
interviews for domestic students.
MADELEINE THOMPSON
NEWS EDITOR

VICTORIA UNGVARSKY | COLLEGIAN

For seniors next year, need-based financial aid will cover the cost of an apartment double. Trustees approved the plan this week.
SAM COLT and HENRI GENDREAU
COLLEGIAN STAFF

Kenyon’s Board of Trustees approved a
number of measures at their winter meeting, held last Friday in San Francisco, including an initiative that would subsidize
apartment-style housing for seniors receiving need-based financial aid, according to a
College press release issued Monday.
“The initiative was sparked after conversations trustees had with students more
than a year ago about issues of diversity
and equalizing housing opportunities,” the
College’s statement read. “Trustees pro-

vided $150,000 to cover a credit for a room
charge equal to the difference between a
double-occupancy residence hall room rate
and a double-occupancy apartment room
rate.”
One of those students was Conrad Jacober ’15, who met with trustees last fall to
discuss the plan.
“This is fantastic.” Jacober said. “Anything that puts students from lower class
families closer to on par with students from
wealthier families is a good thing and is
something to be celebrated.”
“I think it’s great,” Rachel Rhee ’15

said. “It allows more people to have the opportunity to live in those new apartments.”
“Previously, the International House
was dominated by non-internationals because they had no financial aid to live
there,” she added.
“The student body should be pleased,”
Board Chairman Barry Schwartz ’70 said,
in a phone interview with the Collegian.
Schwartz had previously expressed concern over the Board’s ability to travel to San
Francisco due to widespread bad weather,
but said the meeting had “very good attenpage 3
dance” nonetheless.

Group engages with diversity

PHOEBE CARTER
STAFF WRITER

A committee of students,
staff and faculty met last
Thursday to discuss diversity at
Kenyon and how to engage the
entire student body in conversations towards a more tolerant community. Alex Britt ’15
convened the committee and
moderated the meeting.
At Kenyon, diversity has
only been a topic of conversation, but actual implementation of any lasting program that engages students
on a broad scale has yet to be
achieved.
This year, Britt hopes to
move away from small, contained conversations about issues of race, class and identity,

INSIDE THIS
ISSUE

“

This year, the number of Kenyon applicants requesting off-campus alumni interviews skyrocketed
from 300 to more than 900. Alumni interviews are
an option for students who want to make a personal connection with Kenyon but are not able to visit
campus. “Interviews seem to have blown up,” Director of Admissions Darryl Uy said. “But here on
campus, we’re still offering the same amount of interviews as usual.”
Coordinator of Alumni Admissions Volunteers
Alice Straus suspects this influx is largely due to the
loss of the application supplement. “I think the main
reason this year probably is that we don’t require the
Kenyon supplement anymore, so it’s much easier for
students to apply,” Straus said. “It may be that we’re
hot and we don’t know why, John Green may have a
lot to do with it, there may be programs that ... appeal to a lot of kids.”
Interviews are not a requirement for admission,
and students who don’t interview are “not at a disadvantage,” according to Uy. “Students who are savvy
about the process know that since we don’t have a
supplement, they should probably do an interview.
They’re always saying, ‘I haven’t been able to get to
campus, can I meet with you?’”
Students who request an alumni interview are
matched up with an alumnus in their area by Straus,
who still has 175 students to pair with an interviewer.
“If I have 10 prospective students who have asked for
an interview, ideally we would have found page 2

AN ABUNDANCE OF JO(H)N GREENS

What we want to do is create a space in which
all students can feel comfortable engaging and
participating.”
Alex Britt ’15

and to implement a program
that will make a lasting change
on the way Kenyon students
understand and relate to one
another. “One of the frustrations here is that the conversations, while productive in some
regards, are the same ones had
by nearly the same people every time,” Britt said. “What
we want to do is create a space
in which all students can feel
comfortable engaging and participating.”
Britt’s goal for the committee’s first meeting was to pin
down a specific objective. “If

P.3

we’re going to talk about these
things, it should be precise because we can keep on saying
these things until hell freezes
over, but this is about actually
getting something done,” she
said.
Precision proved difficult,
however, as the committee
sought to define their goal and
translate it into an effective
program.
Andrew Firestone ’14
spoke about an attitude of “casual racism and classism” that
he observes students slipping
page 4
into on

Search begins for
Dugas’ replacement
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John Green is a famous author who used to go here.
Jon Green is a student who currently goes here. We put
them in a room together because, why not? See p. 13.

Meet Gambier’s new
sheriff’s deputy
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President Sean Decatur on doing more with less money
“Some of that means figuring out, well, what
are some things that we could maybe do a little
bit less on; some of it means raising money, because if we can raise money for things without
using tuition for it then that’s helpful. And some
of it means finding, are there some creative

Alumni interviews increase
Continued from Page 1

10 individual alumni
because that would get
more alumni engaged,”
Straus said. “Tripling
the number that have
been requested — it’s
impossible to f ind 900
individual alumni. So
what we’ve done is lean
on alumni who have
been helpful in the past,
and instead of asking
them to interview one or
two students, we’ve had
to ask them to interview
six or eight.”
In order to handle the
increase, Uy has several
solutions. “One idea ...
is that we may ask [senior interviewers] to do
domestic Skype interviews,” said Uy, who
sent an email to admissions fellows earlier this
week asking for volun-

teers to Skype applicants in the U.S.
Another possible solution is to hold “blitzes” in big cities like New
York, Boston, Los Angeles and Chicago where
prospective
students
would likely be able to
meet with interviewers.
“They worked really well because we had
a bunch of alums from
those cities come to
one off ice building on a
Saturday and we interviewed a lot of kids,” Uy
said. “This year, I don’t
know why we didn’t do
it. The f irst blitz that we
had in New York City in
November, a lot of the
kids that interviewed
applied but didn’t enroll. There was a larger
conversion rate for earlier contact rather than

later.”
Kristina
Miklavic
’14, an admissions fellow who has interviewed
international students,
doesn’t see any problems with having senior
interviewers do more
domestic Skype interviews.
“If the admissions off ice feels that ... that’s a
good resource for them,
I don’t see why not,”
Miklavic said. “Something is better than
nothing.”
“If you ask my staff,
they’re probably hoping [the rise in interview
requests is] an anomaly,
but I have a feeling it’s
going to stay like this
for now,” Uy said. “We
may need more people
in the off ice, but that’s
a totally different story.”

Corrigan chosen to deliver
baccalaureate address

ways of the things that are desirable to do, so
for example, I think that there’s a lot we can do
on … internships and experiential learning, that I
actually think there are some things we can do
to make progress on that, that can enhance a lot
of what we do.”

News Briefs
New documents include denial from Zingarelli
Attorneys for former student Stephen Zingarelli flatly denied multiple allegations leveled by a student who accused him of sexual assault last year, newly filed court documents
reveal.
Zingarelli’s response, submitted on Tuesday, asserts that sexual relations between him
and his accuser were consensual in all instances and demands that the allegations in the
accuser’s counterclaim be dismissed based on numerous defenses, including a statute of
limitations and res judicata. The latter is a doctrine which precludes the raising of prior
claims on which a judgment has been reached.
One issue disputed in the filing was over the contents of the police-monitored controlled call Zingarelli’s accuser had with him on Dec. 13, 2012. Zingarelli’s accuser alleges
that Zingarelli did not deny sexually assaulting her on the call.
“[The] Plaintiff admits the contents of the controlled call speak for themselves, but denies the remaining allegations set forth in Paragraph 20 of the counterclaim,” the response
says.
Despite the volley of filings between Zingarelli, his accuser and the College, the lawsuit
is currently still in the discovery phase — during which evidence is obtained and reviewed
prior to a trial. Zingarelli’s attorneys have reserved the right to “add additional defenses as
they become known.”
— Sam Colt

College to install new trashcans

The familiar red trash cans of Middle Path will soon be replaced with black cans of cast
iron and aluminum, with replacement work beginning in the spring. The new cans will be
installed not just on Middle Path but all over campus.
According to Director of Facility Operations Greg Widener, the cost per can is estimated
at $1,900, including installation expenses like the concrete needed to attach the cans. Widener
called the new units “the Cadillac of trash cans,” saying they are sturdier than the current
wooden models, which require periodic maintenance. The cans boast sleek aluminium finished with a polyester coating to prevent rust, fading and peeling.
“We are trying to replace all of the old trash cans,” Chief Business Officer Mark Kohlman
said in an email. According to Widener, the planning process will evaluate locations in order
to meet Kenyon’s need for waste disposal. Ten new cans would cost the college $19,000 if all
are purchased at the per-unit price.
“Once we get through winter, the work will begin replacing the old cans,” Kohlman wrote.
Widener called the new cans “more Kenyon-esque” than alternative cans considered in the
search, including those used by the Village near the Gambier Community Center.
— Graham Reid

Student Council

•
•
•
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With 24 percent of the 319 votes cast by the senior class, Corrigan was elected to be Baccalaureate speaker.
ERIC GELLER
SOCIAL MEDIA DIRECTOR

Associate Professor of
Economics Jay Corrigan
does not think it is entirely
by chance that he will be the
first economics professor in at
least a dozen years to deliver
the College’s baccalaureate
address at the same time economics has become the most
popular major on campus.
“I think that it’s probably
not a coincidence,” Corrigan
said, referring to the results of
the senior class vote that elected him. Corrigan declined to
discuss what he would say in
his address on May 17, or even
what themes it might stress.
“I can’t get into specifics,
in part because I don’t know,”
Corrigan said. “I have known
about this for some months

now ... but the fact is, I really
haven’t decided yet.”
The baccalaureate address
is a formal opportunity for
Kenyon’s faculty to offer advice to the graduating class. It
precedes the Commencement
address, to be given this year
by popular author Bill Bryson.
“What is nice about this is
that [the baccalaureate address
comes] from somebody who is
in the community, as opposed
to an outsider who we’ve
brought in,” Corrigan said.
“Perhaps,” he continued,
“there’s something a little bit
nice about having somebody
from the community have
something to say about the
four years that you were here
and the Commencement experience as well.”
Corrigan said the “fairly

soft” job market might be
contributing to the popularity
of the economics major.
The Class of 2014 “is one
of the first classes who entered
Kenyon at a time when the job
market was fairly weak, and
here they’re now exiting,” he
said. “I imagine that for some
people, they saw this as one of
the more pre-professional majors that we offer at Kenyon.”
He also praised his fellow
economics professors and said
the Economics Department
had “a very strong faculty right
now.”
Corrigan said he was
“thrilled to have been invited”
to deliver the baccalaureate address. “It’s very flattering that
the students would choose me.
I think that reflects well on the
Economics Department too.”

•

Sunday, Feb. 9

The Sophomore Class Committee is almost finished with the sale of their second
round of Kenyon beanies, and is in the process of selling Valentine-grams.
The Building and Grounds Committee is following the process of purchasing
new trash cans for campus and has asked Maintenance about the malfunctioning
Peirce Hall handicapped door button and bells in the Church of the Holy Spirit.
The Academic Affairs Committee reported it will meet with faculty members to
gauge their views on “experiential learning” and how it fits into a Kenyon curriculum.
The Business and Finance Committee approved funds for the Environmental
Campus Organization (ECO), Indigenous Nations at Kenyon (INK), Kenyon
College Martial Arts Club and Partnership of East Knox and Kenyon.
- Henri Gendreau

Village Record
Feb. 6 – Feb. 12

Feb. 6, 5:38 p.m. — Student having seizure in Horvitz Hall. Safety officers responded.
Squad called. Transported to Knox Community Hospital (KCH).
Feb. 7, 3:07 a.m. — Student lost consciousness and fell to the floor in Leonard Residence
Hall. Injured nose and lip area. Squad transported to KCH.
Feb. 7, 1:59 p.m. — Student reported coat taken with personal belongings in it in Peirce
Hall. Theft report filed with Knox County Sheriff ’s Office.
Feb. 8, 4:43 a.m. — Fire alarm sounded in North Campus Apartments. Panel showed
“trouble” only. Maintenance contacted after attempts to reset failed.
Feb. 8, 3:28 p.m. — Fire alarm set off by burned plastic near hot stove in the New Apartments. No fire. Alarm reset.
Feb. 8, 7:38 p.m. — Student with possible allergic reaction to food ingested in McBride
Residence Hall. Squad called and transported to KCH.
Feb. 8, 12:20 a.m. — Intoxicated student lacking response in the Delta Tau Delta Lodge.
Transported to KCH. Citation for underage consumption.
Feb. 9, 3:03 a.m. — Fire alarm activated due to unknown person(s) burning flyer hanging on wall in residence hallway in Caples Residence Hall. No smoke or fire at time of
discovery.
Feb. 10, 4:32 p.m. — Student reported ID was stolen in the Gambier Grill and used
without permission for purchases at area business.
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College takes steps toward equalizing housing costs
Continued from Page 1

The main goal of the
winter meeting, according
to Schwartz, was to pass
the annual budget. Trustees agreed to lower the tuition growth rate from 3.75
percent to 3.65 percent, a
measure designed to slow
the rising cost of a Kenyon
education over the next
five years.
The Board also voted
to increase total financial
aid by 5.8 percent to a total
of $28,312,000, a measure
“designed to attract more
low-and middle-income
students.” The move comes
after President Sean Decatur attended a White
House summit last month
geared toward providing

low-income students access to higher education.
Decatur, who attended
the meeting, described the
evolution of his 20/20 plan
for the College. “A vision
is emerging of the Kenyon
of 2020 as an institution
that puts academic excellence in the liberal arts
tradition at its core,” he
told the trustees. Decatur
stressed the need for the
liberal arts education to
produce “creative leaders
and innovators in a range
of fields.”
In addition, the Board
provided $75,000 to the
Summer Internship Stipend Fund that Kenyon
launched this year, which
started with $30,000, as
well as financial support

This weekend, Kenyon’s board of trustees met to approve the College’s next
annual budget and considered several initiatives. Here’s what happened.
Tuition growth rate reigned
in, but cost still increases

Students will see tuition rise to $58,890,
but the Board lessened future increase by
reducing the tuition growth rate from 3.75
to 3.65 percent.

Internship fund grows by
more than half

Eligible students looking for compensation
to an unpaid internship in the coming years
have more reason to hope after the Board
added $75,000 to the Summer Internship
Stipend Fund’s $30,000.
to the Kenyon Institute,
which saw the first summer program for adults last
year, into 2015.
Trustees also endorsed

Kenyon Institute gains
support through 2015

The summer program for adults, which
saw its first round of classes in 2013,
aims to sustain the liberal arts education beyond college and to promote the
reputation of Kenyon.

A real hole in one

The Board has endorsed a plan by the
Philander Chase Corporation to convert
the old Tomahawk Golf Course into a
nature preserve cemetery on Quarry
Chapel Road.

a plan by the Philander
Chase Corporation, which
seeks to conserve the rural
nature of the community,
to convert the Tomahawk

Green returns, recalls his Kenyon days
MADELEINE THOMPSON
NEWS EDITOR

Kenyon’s
Nerdfighters
were out in full force this week.
That’s the moniker applied to
fans of the best selling young
adult novelist John Green ’00
who spoke in Rosse Hall on
Monday.
While Rosse can only accommodate around 650 people, approximately 3,200 people were able to watch Green
a lecture entitled “Thoughts
on How to Make Things and
Why.”
The majority of those
viewers watched online. Furthermore, 322 Twitter users
submitted questions with the
hashtag #TweetJohnGreen.
Kenyon College’s account was
mentioned 244 times, at one
point reaching an audience
507 times its normal size, according to the Office of Public
Affairs.
Green was brought to campus by the Faculty Lectureships Committee, which received a proposal to host him
in December 2012, according
to Reginald Sanders, committee chair and associate professor of music.
“The idea was to get a
speaker who would appeal to a
wide swath of the community,”
said Sanders, who declined to
disclose the cost of bringing
Green to campus. “We were
all excited about it.”
After deciding to go forward with the proposal and
receiving Green’s formal acceptance, Director of Cultural
Events Susan Spaid, who is
also the Faculty Lectureships
coordinator, began hashing out
details with Green’s agent.
“The Faculty Lectureships
Committee knew that bringing [Green] to campus would
be an exciting event,” Spaid
said, “but when we began receiving calls in December from
[his] fans in other places who
wanted to come to campus to

Golf Course into a nature preserve cemetery, the
College’s statement said.
The Board also saw the
departure of one trustee

COURTESY OF THE OFFICE OF PUBLIC AFFAIRS

John Green ’00 gave a speech on Monday night entitled “Thoughts on How to Make Things and Why.”
Why.”
“I guess I [wanted] to talk
about whether there is meaning to human life and why in
the face of that question, we
continue to try to create stuff,”
Green said. “It’s not really
about anything.”
While choosing a title may
not have been Green’s greatest
strength, the author said he focused the majority of his efforts
on the actual speech. “I spent a
lot of time working on this actually,” Green said. “Honestly
the reason why I get so nervous
... is because I know that people
I really, really admire are going
to be in that room and I don’t
want to disappoint them.”
One of these people was
Don Rogan, professor emeritus of religious studies, whom
Green became close to over the
course of his time at Kenyon,
when he took four of Rogan’s
classes. During his speech,
Green mentioned going to poetry readings at Rogan’s house,
and even based the character of
Dr. Hyde in his novel Looking
for Alaska on Rogan.
“I’m hard to disappoint,”
Rogan said. “I thought [the

speech] was amazing.” When
asked what kind of student
Green was, Rogan replied,
“A.”
“He has a magic about
him,” Rogan said. “He’s very
talkative and very funny and
very open-minded. He has an
amazing personality. We certainly never had trouble enjoying him.”
Rogan had looked forward
to his visit since he found out
he would be returning to campus, and got to spend time
with him when he came to
film promotional videos for the
Office of Admissions.
Though the use of Green
as a College marketing tool is
not a universally favored strategy, Green is happy to be useful to Kenyon’s efforts to reach
prospective students. “I really
liked my times at Kenyon,”
Green said. “I really valued it
and I think that this is a special place and I’m quite happy
to tell people that.”
For Green, Kenyon was
another coming-of-age after
high school. “All of my books
are inspired by my time at Kenyon,” Green said.

Board sets
aside more for
financial aid

Financial aid coffers will include
$28,312,000 total after
the Board approved a
5.8 percent increase
in funds. The College
said the effort is “a
continuing initiative
to attract more lowand middle-income
students.”

and the arrival of another.
James Parker ’81, president
of Parker Plastics, will replace David Trautman of
Granville, Ohio.

Search is on for
Dugas replacement

ERIC GELLER
SOCIAL MEDIA DIRECTOR

hear him, we knew we would
need to put a ticket distribution
system in place.” The system
was implemented to handle
demand, and all 650 tickets
were given out.
Associate Professor of Biology Andrew Kerkhoff was
chair of Faculty Lectureships
at the time, and originally
proposed Green as a speaker. Kerkhoff thought Green
would be a good investment
because he “exemplifies ... using multiple media to reach
young people about intellectual topics” and “[validates] intellectual culture amongst young
people.”
“I just happened to suggest him before he completely
exploded on the scene,” said
Kerkhoff, whose daughters
introduced him to Green and
his brother Hank’s YouTube
channel. “The whole ‘Nerdfighter’ is something that, as a
nerd myself, I can totally get
behind.”
A self-described “terrible titler,” Green tried to choose the
“broadest title possible” and
finally settled on “Thoughts
on How to Make Things and

3

A nine-member search
committee will hold its third
meeting this week to discuss
the hiring process for a new assistant dean of students and director of housing and residential life, with the goal of filling
the position before the end of
the semester.
Former Assistant Dean for
Housing and Residential Life
Alicia Dugas vacated the position in December.
The job application, posted
by the College last week, says
Kenyon is seeking “an energetic and imaginative professional
who understands and values
liberal arts education, appreciates how campus living can
contribute to students’ overall education, and welcomes
the richness that diversity of
thought, experience and background can bring to student
living environments.”
The growing candidate
pool includes applicants who
are currently serving other
various residence-related positions at other schools. The candidates come from institutions
in New York, Virginia, Massachusetts, Georgia and Ohio.
Samantha Hughes, director of the Office of Student
Rights and Responsibilities
and a member of the search
committee, said the committee is looking for “someone
who has experience in bridging the classroom learning environment with the residential
learning environment.”
The College wants to hire
“a visionary, somebody who is
creative, who is collaborative
and open to listen to dialogue,”
Hughes said.
Becky Gorin ’14, a community advisor for South Campus
and a search committee member, also stressed the impor-

tance of finding a director with
strong collaboration skills.
“One of the big things we’re
looking for is someone who’s
had experience collaborating
across campus,” she said. The
search committee is also intent
on hiring someone who has
experience with the liberal arts
climate.
Sam Filkins, assistant director of student activities for
leadership, said that the College is looking for “somebody
[who] can fit in with Kenyon
and the Kenyon culture and
where we in Housing [and
Residential Life] could be going in the near future.”
Filkins pointed out that,
over the next few years, the
Office of Housing and Residential Life will see heavierthan-normal competition for
apartments on campus as the
unusually large Class of 2018
moves up and begins applying
for that housing.
“That is a challenge that
the Office will have to face,”
he said.
The committee will begin
formally reviewing the applicant pool on Feb. 24, discussing next steps such as phone
interviews and visits to campus
to meet with students and staff
members.
“Ideally we’d like to have a
candidate by mid-April,” Gorin said.
Hughes confirmed the
committee’s tentative goal was
to appoint a new director by
mid-April, calling it “pretty
ambitious.”
“Obviously, we made that
pretty early so that if it needs to
get pushed a little later, there’s
still time while students are
here,” she said.
Job applicants’ campus
visits will probably begin after spring break, according to
Filkins.
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Committee considers several ways to increase awareness
Continued from Page 1

campus, calling it an “infection” for which he hopes the
committee’s initiative can be
an antidote. His suggestion
was “an experiential program
that would allow students to
expand their thinking about
what the next four years are
gonna be,” which would take
the form of discussions and
community service during
Orientation for first-years.
The option to add a program to the already overwhelming week of Orientation
was met with some opposition.
Director of Equal Opportunity Mariam El-Shamaa voiced
her hesitation of “putting
all our eggs in the Orientation basket,” saying that during Orientation, students are
concerned only with what is
crucial. She did acknowledge,
however, that by opening discussions of identity at the beginning of the first year would
help to set a framework for the
next three years.
“Orientation is also when
students are most eager to
jump in,” she said. “I think
that if we can craft something
for Orientation that puts people in the right frame of mind
to start exploring their own
identity … I think that that
would be a good place to start.”
To create a more lasting
change in how students understand identity and diversity,
some members of the committee were in favor of a mandatory first-year seminar that
would take a more academic
format and feature lectures

Permanent diversity discussion in the works
A committee of students and faculty are in the process of hammering out a more lasting way to facilitate campus
discussions about diversity. Their most recent meeting yielded several ideas regarding how to go about this.
First-Year
Orientation Event
One committee member proposed a combination of discussion and community service
during First-Year Orientation,
but some were wary that this
would make for a too-crowded
program. It also poses the risk
of being forgotten after it takes
place.

Mandatory
First-Year Seminar
This option would constitute
a mandatory academic series
featuring lectures from professors. The possible challenges
to this route arise mostly from
faculty resistance to curriculum changes.

1

from various professors.
This idea, too, faced some
opposition, particularly due
to concerns over faculty resistance to curriculum changes.
“If getting changes to the
curriculum is too big of an
obstacle, maybe adding a requirement” that students attend a certain number of common hour or other discussions
in order to graduate would be
feasible, said Britt, voicing yet
another option for the committee’s model.
Britt also referenced a suggestion made by President
Sean Decatur in a Discrimination Advisor meeting last
fall, which would provide a
middle ground between an
orientation week program
and a semester-long seminar.
His vision was to utilize the
six-week period between ori-

entation and matriculation for
a series of lectures and discussions that students would be
expected to attend.
Lisa Swaim, director of offcampus study, voiced her concern surrounding a mandatory
first-year program as “students
are all at different developmental stages, and if you engage them when they’re not
ready it will backfire.”
Tacci Smith, associate dean
of students and director of new
student orientation and community service, said that “what
seems to work best in a lot of
ways is a top down structure.
… Younger students following the lead of upperclass students.” She suggested the committee focus on upperclassman
in their considerations as much
as first-year students, because
trying to change things from

2
the first years up would be “an
uphill battle.”
What the whole committee agreed on was that, whatever form their initiative takes,
they have to find a way to engage students. “The ones who
are willing to become involved
in [these discussions] are often
not necessarily the ones who
need it,” Morgan McClure ’14
said. “How do you get people who are not interested in
learning about race theory and
gender theory to care?”
Getting students to care
is what Britt sees as the committee’s primary objective.
“Maybe [our] big overarching
goal is to find that thing that
each individual is passionate
about because everyone is crazy about something,” she said.
El-Shamaa thought discussions of identity would suc-

Mandatory
Six-Week Lecture Series
Originally proposed by President Sean Decatur, this would
make use of the period between Orientation and Matriculation for mandatory lectures
and discussion. Some cited
students’ varying developmental stages as a reason not to do
this.

3

ceed in engaging students. “It’s
something that everyone has
to deal with even if you think
they’re your average american,”
she said. “There are so many
aspects to people’s identity that
everyone has something they
can relate to. If they can open
their minds to exploring that
[which they are familiar with]
… they’ll be more open to exploring other things.”
Some members of the
committee were for an academic approach, while others
focused more on open discussion or community service. A
general consensus was reached
that an interdisciplinary approach that included all these
aspects would be most effective.
Jinexa Nuñoz ’16 articulated the importance of creating
a program that will offer more

to the community than just a
passing semester experience.
“We need something that becomes the norm,” she said. “I
don’t want this to be a special
snippet of your college experience. I need this to be lasting.”
By the end of the meeting, how to create that lasting change remained elusive.
Since Thursday’s meeting,
Britt said the committee is
working to gather information
to gauge the community’s interest in a program of the nature they have been discussing,
as well as examining currently
existing microaggressions at
Kenyon to better understand
the issues their initiative is
hoping to remedy. “We want
to be thorough in all aspects
of this initiative so that we can
get one step closer to actually
changing things,” Britt said.

Academic finds fraught history in forgotten Disney title
GABE BRISON-TRESIZE
SPECIAL PROJECTS DIRECTOR

Jason Sperb grew up watching Disney films and taking
family trips to Disneyland and
Disneyworld, but, as he said
to a 20-person audience in the
Gund Gallery’s Community
Foundation Theater Wednesday afternoon, “there was always this hush around this film
called Song of the South.”
Disney has restricted distribution of the film since its last
release in 1986, presumably due
to allegations of racism that
have been leveled against it.
“They’re just too worried about
offending people,” said Sperb,
who teaches at Northwestern
University. The University of
Texas Press published his book
about the movie, Disney’s Most
Notorious Film, in 2012.
Ostensibly set on a southern plantation after the end of
slavery, the film has a “weirdly romanticized pre-Civil War
mise-en-scène,” Sperb said.
The protagonist, a young white
boy named Johnny, meets an old
African-American man named
Uncle Remus, who teaches him
a series of parables involving
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Jason Sperb, who spoke at the Gund Gallery this week, has written a book about the controversial Disney film.
the trickster Br’er Rabbit and
other folk creatures that Disney
animated for the film.
“You have these slow, melodramatic plantation sequences
and then you have these lively
animated sequences kind of arbitrarily thrown in at times,”
Sperb said. “The heart of it was
supposed to be the Br’er Rabbit
stories but it’s like, how do we
pad it out into an hour-and-ahalf narrative?”

The film has been controversial since its 1946 release
for portraying Uncle Remus as
a servile, stereotypical Uncle
Tom and the post-War South as
a kindly, righteous place. The
film, Sperb noted, “is unrelentingly positive. [It’s] upbeat, everybody’s smiling, everybody’s
happy, there’s not much tension.” He added, “Originally,
Walt Disney got the rights for
Song of the South in 1939; he

wanted to capitalize on Gone
With the Wind. It was actually
a very smart business strategy,
right? We’ll take Disney animation and sort of filter it in
to the plantation musical context that was so popular in the
1930s.”
Sperb lectured for about 20
minutes, after which Professor
of Women’s and Gender Studies Laurie Finke and Professor
of American Studies Peter Rut-

koff joined him on stage for a
panel discussion about the film
and its societal significance.
Finke, who first watched the
movie as a child, said Song of
the South contained “this deep,
deep nostalgia for something.”
“The father is absent and the
only thing that heals is the return of the father,” Finke added. “So there’s a gender politics
that goes hand-in-hand with
the racial politics of this film.”
Natasha Ritsma, the Gallery’s curator of academic
programs, attended graduate
school at Indiana University
with Sperb and invited him
to campus to speak. After the
panel wrapped up, she projected several clips from the film,
including one from late in the
movie in which Johnny’s mother patronizingly scolds Uncle
Remus for talking to her son.
“A further tragedy is this
privileged white kid is learning all these tricks to trick the
poor white kids and it kind
of makes Uncle Remus completely redundant by the end of
the movie, because a new generation has learned the tricks,”
Sperb said.
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Decatur kicks off 20/20 plan with intimate student forum
HENRI GENDREAU
NEWS EDITOR

2020: “It sounds really cool and
futuristic.”
So said President Sean Decatur
Wednesday, Feb. 12 at the first of
three campus forums to discuss how
the College should move forward in
the coming years.
But Decatur noted the date,
which plays upon the sort of 20/20
vision needed to read the College’s
future, is coming up fast.
The forum is part of a larger
initiative Decatur has undertaken
through recent trips across the country to visit alumni and parents in
major cities. In an interview before
the forum, Decatur said the focus
of these conversations centered on
what Kenyon could do to prepare its
students for the outside world.
“I think that there are concerns
among alumni and parents about
the process of transitioning from
Kenyon to life after Kenyon,” Decatur said. “What it’s like to go on the
job market and what are things that
we can be doing to complement the
core education program here to better prepare students for success after
graduation.
On Wednesday, themes of college affordability and racial and socioeconomic diversity, as well as how
Kenyon was preparing its graduates,
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President Sean Decatur held a forum with 14 students Wednesday evening in Peirce on the future of the College.
dominated the evening’s discussion.
In convening the first of the student forums, Decatur kicked off
discussions for an idea that has been
germinating since his early days on
the Hill.
“One of my projects upon coming to Kenyon has been to really set
a course for where the College is going over the course of the next six
years.”
“From my perspective, this isn’t
being done from a sense of problem

or crisis,” Decatur said. “Actually, on
the contrary, I think in general Kenyon is in a very good place.”
Fourteen students from a range
of class years gathered in lower
Peirce for the forum, and were asked
to write down their thoughts on
overarching questions, and then to
break off into small groups.
The three topics Decatur posed
to the group were what concerns
or challenges Kenyon might face in
the future, what Kenyon could do

Gambier gets new Sheriff’s deputy

to better connect itself to the world
off the Hill, and what knowledge or
skills are critical for Kenyon students
to know by the time they graduate.
Decatur and his Chief of Staff Susan Morse made the rounds to each
small group while Student Assistant
Matthew Eley ’15 took notes.
Besides issues of increasing tuition and preparation beyond graduation, talks steered toward issues
of activism and service in the local
community, how Kenyon could in-

HENRI GENDREAU
NEWS EDITOR

There’s a new sheriff in town.
Well, his deputy, that is.
Zach Miller, now in his seventh year
at the Knox County Sheriff’s Office
(KCSO), will be taking over the Gambier
patrol beat in mid-March after Deputy
Jason Wilson was promoted to a countywide position.
Miller, who hails from Licking County, graduated from Kentucky Christian
University but “had a tough time finding a
job that would pay the bills,” he said.
A friend of Miller’s who was a police
officer in Kentucky was the initial inspiration for his entering the law enforcement
field.
“When I couldn’t find a job I called
him up and said, ‘Hey, is law enforcement
worth it?’ and he said, ‘Absolutely.’ So that
kind of piqued my interest. I signed up
for the academy and never looked back,”
Miller said.
Deputies with the KCSO patrol towns
and villages throughout Knox County,
and contract with local municipalities
to provide service. The Village of Gambier reported at its monthly meeting Feb.
3 that Village administrators would be
meeting with KCSO Sheriff David Shaffer about the transition. “Jason is a very
good deputy and the Village has been very
pleased with his efforts for keeping Gambier safe,” Village Administrator Suzanne
Hopkins reported Monday.
Miller said keeping the Village safe
was ultimately the goal for the deputies.
“When people see us, I want them to
think that I’m not there to ruin their day.
I’m here to make sure that they’re safe,” he
said.
This will be the first time Miller will
be out on patrol, having worked more with
special details, such as in marine control.

teract more with local colleges and
how research opportunities for students and job fairs could enrich the
educational experience.
But balancing a liberal arts curriculum with job preparation overshadowed most of the other topics of
discussion.
“I don’t think we connect with
our alums as much as we could,”
Decatur said, adding that “finding
creative ways to use our alums” could
help Kenyon students of the future.
In the end, though, Decatur
noted that priorities would have to
emerge, pointing to “the notion of
how do we think about containing
the growth and cost of Kenyon, yet
at the same time recognizing that
there are places where certainly we
have to maintain the quality of program in some places.”
“That means that we need to do
more things for less money,” he said.
“That’s the bottom line.”
Decatur said conversations like
Wednesday’s, as well as his discussions with parents and alumni, will
provide the material for a guideline
of the College’s future. A draft of
the 20/20 plan is expected by October, with a final version in February of 2015. The next campus panels, which have a limited number of
spots, will be held Wednesday, Feb.
19 and Thursday, Feb. 20.

Alt Prom deemed
overall success
PHOEBE ROE
NEWS ASSISTANT
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Zach Miller has served the Knox County Sheriff ’s Office for the past seven years, and
has just recently been appointed to take over the Gambier patrol beat.
“I’m excited. It’s something new. I’ve
worked in the jail for six years, so this will
be the first time out on the road,” Miller
said.
Miller “is a very personable professional and seems eager to be in Gambier
and work with the College and Campus
Safety,” Bob Hooper, director of Campus
Safety, said.
Miller encouraged students to approach him should they need help.
“If they have something that they can
come to me, think that their cell phone got
stolen, don’t be afraid to approach me and
say, ‘Hey, I think my cellphone got stolen.

Can I make a report?’ I’m more than willing to do that,” he said.
Patrolling Gambier, however, isn’t too
novel to Miller. He worked at Commencement last year, and has been on hand during new-student move-in weekend.
“I really enjoyed interacting with college students,” Miller said. “I think it’s
a great time in a person’s life. Especially
for kids who are away from home for the
first time, if they’re having a hard time
adjusting or something, don’t be afraid to
come up. I’ll have a conversation with you,
whether it’s about the latest Ohio State
game or whatever.”

Last Saturday night,
Kenyon students flocked to
the Alumni Dining Room
in lower Peirce for Alternative Prom (Alt Prom), a
party devoted to celebrating differences.
“There was a lot of crossdressing, there were a lot of
onesies, people who probably just rolled out of bed
and came for the food,” said
Annette Covrigaru ’14, comanager of Unity House.
Brainstorming for Alt
Prom started last fall, when
Unity House, the Queer
Women’s Collective, the
Queer Men’s Society and
the Crozier Center for
Women came together to
begin planning an event.
“We were very interested in
doing a prom that was intentionally inclusive,” said
Aaron Dripps ’14, co-manager of Unity House.
The group applied for
Phebruary Phunds and
was chosen as one of two
groups awarded funding
to host an all-campus party. From there, the group
faced the challenge of defining exactly what they
wanted to do, and how to
make it happen.
“Part of the challenge
was that how we were envisioning the event as pur-

posefully vague so people
can interpret it in any way
they want — that was hard
to convey,” Dripps said.
The event offered live
music and dancing, as well
as some alternative activities, such as a popular photo-booth and an activity
room with fake tattoos and
facepaint.
“We took a good 800,
900 photos [that are] now
on Facebook; everywhere
you go is, like, a rainbow,”
Covrigaru said.
Students who attended the event shared their
thoughts.
“I liked that there were
options for people, so if
you wanted to take a break
from dancing you didn’t
just have to stand against
the wall,” Madi Thompson
’16 said.
Some students were less
positive. “I was very disappointed that they did not
have substantial food items
available for the entirety of
the event, also I felt as if
it was too brightly lit and
it was a little awkward,”
Lauren Anderson ’14 said.
As for whether or not
Alt Prom will return next
year, Dripps and Covrigaru agree it is too early to
say — that decision will be
made by next year’s group
leaders.
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UPCOMING EVENTS
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FEB. 15 | 1 P.M.

FEB. 17 | 7:30 P.M.

dramatic production

concert

film screening

THE POWER OF
PUNCTUATION
HILL THEATER

SENIOR VOICE RECITAL:
ALLYSON SCHMALING
HILL THEATER

FEB. 19 | 4:10 P.M.

DAUGHTERS OF THE
DUST
GUND GALLERY THEATER

speaker

REAGAN ARTHUR
PUBLISHER

FINN HOUSE, CHEEVER ROOM

Four Handsome Devils jam to folk classics together
JULIA WALDOW
ARTS ASSISTANT

“Can I play a little bit of this song
for you?”
Director of Counseling Services
Patrick Gilligan asks Professor of
Anthropology David Suggs and Professor of Drama Jon Tazewell as the
three sit clutching their instruments
in Brandi Recital Hall on a wintery
Saturday afternoon. As Gilligan begins plucking his guitar and singing
Roy Rogers’s “Here’s Hopin’”, Suggs’s
feet begin to tap and Tazewell whips
out a fiddle and starts playing along.
“Where did you learn to do that?”
Suggs interrupts, looking at Tazewell
incredulously. As Tazewell laughs,
Suggs exclaims, “Well, you learn
something new every day.”
The group, along with John Murphree ’15, make new musical discoveries every time they host sessions together. Named after the cocktail “the
Handsome Devil,” the musicians assemble at Gilligan’s house off-campus
every few weeks to perform folk and
bluegrass covers, as well as some of
Gilligan’s original songs. They next
plan to play for the Gambier community in Peirce Pub this Friday at 9:30
p.m.
“[Our sessions] sound a little bit
loosey-goosey and relaxed, but [they
are],” Tazewell said. “We’ll miss
each other. We feel like, ‘Hey man,
I haven’t seen you in a while. Let’s
get together and play.’ We take turns
picking songs. Sometimes somebody
says, ‘I love this tune,’ and we’ll say
‘Let’s play it.’ Sometimes someone
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Patrick Gilligan, David Suggs and Jon Tazewell jam together in Brandi Hall as part of the Handsome Devils.
will say, ‘You know what you should
play?’ And then we try that. It’s a pretty wide smattering of stuff.”
Even though each member had
played music individually, the entire
group did not officially form until
early in the fall, when Gilligan and
Suggs discovered they both enjoyed
playing guitar. Gilligan later asked
Murphree, whom he knew was a
musician, to come play with Suggs,
Tazewell and himself.
“Just in general, it’s been really
fun to see professors and watch their
interaction,” Murphree said. “Somehow it’s not that different from how

students interact with each other. It’s
not something you get to see in a student-teacher dynamic, usually.”
In their jam sessions, every member plays the role of both teacher and
student. The musicians take turns instructing each other on playing new
songs, breaking down individual
parts in the process until they establish a flow.
“I think music is meant to be social by default, and so it’s always nice
to share that with other people and
interact with them in a way that’s not
a conversation,” Murphree said of the
rehearsal process.

In addition to playing covers by
artists from the Beatles to Amelia
Curran, the band enjoys the opportunity to learn Gilligan’s new material.
“I’ve enjoyed songwriting over the
years just as a form of mindfulness.
It’s just something I can do to be totally occupied in a constructive way,”
Gilligan said of his passion. “It wasn’t
actually for the purpose of creating a
song as much as for the purpose of
performing the act of making a song.
… You start with one musical line
or lyrical line in your head and keep
playing and things begin to develop
and you have an outline, and then

puzzle the song together.”
When Gilligan commits himself
to writing about a specific theme, he
draws upon his own experiences or
areas of interest. One of his songs,
which includes the line “But I can’t
think of us as just some dust in time
when I’m standing next to you,”
questions the balance between humankind’s insignificance within the
scheme of time and space, coupled
with moments that seem more meaningful than anything else. Another
one of his songs deals with the frustrations of an imbalanced relationship.
“Every so often, you can start to
feel [a song] rising to the surface,”
Gilligan said. “Our most creative
endeavors begin in a subconscious
process, so when it moves into our
conscious[ness], it feels like it came
out of nowhere. It’s so cool to think
that there’s this area of our brain
working all day on long on something
for us.”
Whether committing themselves
to songwriting or performing, the
Handsome Devils say they enjoy the
opportunity to spend time with other
and learn from each other’s musical
talents in a nontraditional setting.
“I love the fact that we interact in
that way at this place, at Kenyon. You
can have these out-of-classroom interactions that really have nothing to
do with being in the classroom at all,”
Tazewell said. “You establish a totally
different kind of relationship with
each other. … It’s almost like we have
another life when we’re in the band.”

Self-written senior thesis considers female friendships
VICTORIA UNGVARSKY
PHOTO EDITOR

Natalie Margolin ’14
knows how hard it can be
to find the perfect play for
a senior thesis. So instead
of searching for a play, she
wrote her own.
Working with Casey
Griffin ’14 and Elizabeth
Gambal ’14, Margolin finalized The Power of Punctuation, a play that examines the
nature of female friendships.
After a year in in the making,
the show, starring Margolin
and Gambal and directed by
Griffin, will go up in the Hill
Theater on Friday.
But deciding to do a new
piece was not the original
plan. When the three seniors first began the search
for their senior thesis performance, they faced a daunting
task of finding a show with
strong female leads in an art
form that is male-dominated.
“There were no other
plays. We looked for a play
with two strong female characters that I connected to

and [Elizabeth] connected
to and Casey connected to. ...
We couldn’t find anything,”
Margolin said.
By chance, however,
Margolin allowed Griffin
to read a short piece she had
written in her playwriting
class, taught by Professor of
Drama Wendy MacLeod.
Griffin immediately knew
they needed to ask the Drama Department to do the
show.
“Wendy is the reason
we’re doing this. Natalie
wouldn’t have written the
play if Wendy hadn’t taught
the playwriting class,” Griffin said. With support from
the Department, they began to make the project their
own. Margolin refined the
work over the summer, and
the students workshopped
the show last semester.
The Power of Punctuation
focuses on the relationship
between three college roommates, played by Margolin,
Gambal and Rebecca Frisch
’14. Yet Griffin says it covers

the range of female friendships. “It’s a comedy, but it’s
serious,” she said. Although
the cast is entirely female, The
Power of Punctuation does not
shy away from talking about
men. “It’s about how boys
complicate relationships between girl friends,” Gambal
said.
What makes The Power
of Punctuation unique is how
eagerly the team has embraced its foundational idea
of female empowerment, and
that it features a female cast
with a production team dominated by women, including
faculty advisor MacLeod and
Production Stage Manager
Meg Thornbury ’16.
With a fully completed
one-act play, Gambal, Griffin and Margolin have spent
the last four weeks mounting
the show. The intense friendships, which are so foundational to the plot of Power
of Punctuation, have crossed
over into their relationships
with each other. “The rehearsal process has been in-
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Natalie Margolin ’14 leans in to comfort Elizabeth Gambal ’14 during a rehearsal.
tense, but only in a positive
way,” Margolin said. Director Griffin agreed: “Often
with any show, there are
people you’re going to have
to get to know, that you have
to build trust with. But we all
came in trusting each other
completely.”
Also special to this production is that Gambal,
Griffin and Margolin have
never worked together on

this level before. “Natalie and
I have never gotten to act together, really. And finally after talking for two years, to
finally get to act together. It’s
been nice,” Gambal said.
With opening night this
week, Gambal, Griffin and
Margolin said they are excited to see their hard work
pay off.
The trio hope their show
will be entertaining and hon-

est. “We were also invested in
the idea of doing something
that would connect, not only
for us, but for the audience
generally. Not just theatre
kids, not just the Department. Something we can actually do,” Margolin said. “It
feels really emotionally fun.
We’re creating something.”
The show premiers tomorrow night at the Hill
Theater at 8 p.m.
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From vocals to solos, jazz ensemble tunes fill Rosse Hall
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A spectrum of jazz songs entertained the
masses at Rosse Hall last Sunday evening.
ELANA SPIVACK
STAFF WRITER

Rosse Hall was swinging last
Sunday night, Feb. 9.
The Kenyon College Jazz Ensemble, directed by Professor of Music
Ted Buehrer, presented an unabashedly brassy program that flooded the
hall with vivacious music, drawing
the audience into the delightful din.
The set featured an array of big-bandstyle jazz songs, from Count Basie to
Ella Fitzgerald. Each piece sparked
with its own personality — granted,
some more than others — never allowing for a moment of boredom in
the audience. The music didn’t draw
the audience in so much as overflow
from the stage, filling the hall with
every punctuated beat.
The evening started with “North
Clearwater Stomp” by Dominic
Spera. This upbeat starter instantly
grabbed the audience’s attention,
giving us an idea of what was in store
for the rest of the night. Drummer
Sam Graf ’16 rapped out improvised
rhythms; his confidence and quickhandedness behind a drum set made
his playing both fun to watch and listen to. The song featured Alex Pang
’15 on alto saxophone, his solo sharp
and clean, and his longer runs were
impressive. Noah Weinman ’16 on
trumpet followed him, contrasting
the saxophone with a more buxom,
brassy sound. Chris Schwarz ’15
finished the piece on the tenor sax,
distinguishing himself from the first
solo in both sound and style.

After an introduction from the
director, the band launched into
“O.W.” by Mary Lou Williams, an
“unsung hero” in jazz, as Buehrer
described. Jake Biel ’17 on the tenor
saxophone laid out a smooth solo.
The third piece, “Miss Missouri” by
Benny Carter, caught my attention.
This sexy piece, one of 10 suites in
the Kansas City suites, showed off
Ted Meyer ’15 on trombone. His
brazen solo stood out; his trombone
skill, visible to the audience, was just
as impressive as his slick, quick-moving segment. Jason Cerf ’15 on piano got a chance to shine with a lively,
sparkling solo. Emma Munger ’14
on guitar added a cool contrast, her
intricate finger picking was attention-grabbing.
“Fables of Faubus” by Charles
Mingus and arranged by Sy Johnson
came with a story, but also a distinct
personality. Buehrer explained how
the song was written in protest after
Arkansas Governor Orval Faubus
prohibited African-American students from attending Little Rock
High School during the Civil Rights
Movement. He described the piece
as “sarcastic, almost mocking,” and
made sure to note that at the top of
the sheet music the word “sardonically” was emblazoned, denoting
how to play the piece. Cartoonish
and captivating, this political piece
said it all. Jacob Williams ’14 on
baritone saxophone had a distinct,
resonating refrain that acerbically
depicted the sour potency of Faubus.
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The Jazz Ensemble took the stage Sunday evening in Rosse, delighting with Ella Fitzgerald and big-band-style jazz.
The piece alternated between a slower, brassy sound and a more fluid one,
representing the governor’s “big, bad
wolfishness.” The unity of the band
seemed most apparent here; in such
a large group with so many complex components, it’s easy for songs
to seem fragmented. In this piece,
the different groups supported each
other — the bass and drums backing
rhythm, the brass and saxophones
creating a near-jerking sway that developed the entire character of the
piece.
Turning away from politics,
“Strasbourg/St. Denis” by Roy Hargrove and arranged by W. Scott
Gwinnell beamed with sound and
toe-tapping rhythm. Featuring an at
first simple piano part, Cerf initiated
what would be a charming piece that

demanded dance; even the movements of the musicians were more
exaggerated as they kept rhythm.
Meyer on trombone once again took
a solo, this time keeping with the undeniable, carefree vivacity. Graf’s extensive drum solo provided a change
of pace and sound from the piledhigh harmonies from the woodwinds and trumpets.
Starting with “A Tisket A Tasket” by a teenage Ella Fitzgerald and
Al Feldman, the band was joined by
Ellen Hoffman ’14 on vocals, adding
a wonderful new layer to the music.
Her smoky mezzo voice matched
perfectly with the band, though she
was occasionally drowned out under
the accompaniment. She improvised
beautifully through a scat portion,
though climbing higher into her

range, approaching a screaming belt.
Aaron Stone ’14 on trumpet joined
her, playing a crisp solo to relieve her
for a bit.
Next, “How Insensitive” by Antonio Carlos Jobin, Vinicius de Moraes
and Norman Gimbel, and arranged
by John Clayton, provided a muchneeded switch from upbeat big-band,
settling into a slower style. With her
voice and subdued demeanor, Hoffman set the new mood as a spurned,
bitter lover. The evening finished
with “Every Day (I Have the Blues),”
with Cerf on vocals. This cool, snazzy song paired despairing lyrics with
swinging accompaniment, including
choreographed trombones. As the
night wound down, the band had instilled in the audience revitalization
and spunk.

Getting creative: Jones to read from latest novel tonight

“

INDIA AMOS
STAFF WRITER

Tayari Jones, author
of notable novels such
as Leaving Atlanta, The
Untelling and Silver
Sparrow, will be visiting
Kenyon this week. She
will speak tonight at 7
p.m. in the Gund Gallery’s Community Foundation Theater.
“She is a dynamic. I
think students will really
get a lot out of hearing
her talk about her writing — writing in general, [and] how to be a
writer,” said Katherine
Weber, visiting professor
of creative writing who
arranged Jones’ visit.
Last year, Weber
brought
prominent
members of the literary
community to campus,
such as John Donatich,
who is both the director of Yale Press and the
author of a novel and a
memoir, and author Betsy Lerner, Donatich’s
wife and a reputable literary agent.
Weber, who is a novelist by trade, wanted to
expose the Kenyon com-

I hope people turn out to hear her who aren’t necessarily themselves writers. Anyone interested in great contemporary fiction
[should come].”

Katherine Weber, Visiting Professor of Creative Writing
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Jones is an Associate Professor at Rutgers-Newark University.
munity to a wider array
of fiction writers during this spring semester,
and after much consideration, she arranged for
Jones to visit Kenyon.
Jones’ dedication to
her work is evident because, as is the case with
her first two novels, she
chooses to write about
a certain event she witnessed (such as the Atlanta Child Murders

that are described in
Leaving Atlanta) or life
in Georgia in general,
so her pieces truly come
to life both through her
writing and her talks
about her work.
“She doesn’t presume
to be an authority,” Weber said. “She speaks
from personal experience, but she has enormously impressive credentials.”

In addition to publishing her novels, Jones
is the recipient of a
Lifetime Achievement
Award in Fine Arts from
the Congressional Black
Caucus Foundation. She
is a graduate of Spelman
College, the University of Iowa and Arizona
State University.
In addition, she works
as an associate professor
in the Masters of Fine
Arts Program at Rutgers-Newark University.
It was at this university where she received
three awards: the Board
of Trustees Award for
Scholarly Excellence, the
Presidential Fellowship
for Teaching Excellence
and a Leader in Faculty
Diversity Award.
Jones is not only supported by her scholastic
community, but continues to receive praise
on a national level. Her
work has been support-

ed by the National Endowment for the Arts,
the United States Arts
Foundation and the Arts
Councils of Arizona and
Illinois.
This event will be
sponsored by the English Department and the
Department of Multicultural Affairs, along
with assistance from
organizations such as
the Crozier Center for
Women, the Hubbard
Fund, the Gund Gallery
and the African Diaspora Studies program.
“It’s really a wonderful synergy of support,”
Weber said. “It’s been
almost a year that I’ve
been planning to bring
her to campus, and now
it’s happening.”
She noted that her allies in finding sponsorship have been Administrative Assistant Liza
Chabot in the English
Department and Assis-

tant Director of Multicultural Affairs Monique Jernigan.
Jones will read an excerpt from her most recently published novel,
Silver Sparrow, and will
talk about the novel she
is currently writing in
greater detail. Her books
will be available in the
Bookstore prior to the
event.
In addition, books
will be for sale in the
Gallery before and after
the reading. Also following her talk will be
an opportunity for Jones
to sign books, as well as
a light reception.
Weber encourages all
students to attend the
reading.
“I hope people turn
out to hear her who
aren’t necessarily themselves writers,” Weber
said. “Anyone interested
in great contemporary
fiction [should come].”

Pam and Andrew
Welsh-Huggins

Linda and
John Mackessy

When Pam Welsh-Huggins ’83 was
a junior at Kenyon in September
1981, she went with her friend, Chris
Northrup, to the Medieval Banquet in
Peirce Hall. There, she sat across from a
“skinny, curly-haired, delightfully nerdy
guy, who was walking around juggling.”

In 1979, when Linda Mackessy ’83
was a first year, she started going to Kenyon Christian Fellowship meetings in
the Church of the Holy Spirit. That’s
where she met John Mackessy ’82, who
would later become her husband.

“And that was Andrew,” Pam WelshHuggins said. “He was just incredibly nice
and really funny and literate and I just really
enjoyed him.”
Pam didn’t think they would see each
other again. But just a few days after, Andrew
left a note on the whiteboard on her door.
“Our first real date would have been Oct.
8,” Andrew said. “We borrowed a friend’s car
and went to Friendly’s in Mount Vernon ...

we got strawberry shortcake ice cream and
went out to Apple Valley.”
They continued dating, but after they
graduated, Pam went to Brown University to
get her Masters in Fine Arts in teaching and
Andrew, who had won a Watson Fellowship,
went to Ireland.
“We exchanged airmail letters,” Pam said.
“His mom and dad took me over to Austria
for Christmas one year because they knew

how much we missed each other.”
In 1984, Andrew flew Pam over to visit
him, and the couple went to London to meet
up with Northrup, who was studying at St.
Andrew’s College.
“We were running through Hyde Park
to meet up with the guy who had introduced
us,” Pam said. “Andrew turned to me and
said, ‘Honey, I think we should get engaged.’
... And I said, ‘I will say yes to anything that

you say to me right now, but I just can’t run
anymore.’ So that’s kind of how he proposed
to me, through oxygen deprivation.”
Pam and Andrew Welsh-Huggins have
three kids, including Emma Welsh-Huggins
’17 at Kenyon.
“Our experience is a good reason why if
you ever get an invitation to go to a Medieval
Banquet, you should probably go,” Andrew
said.

“One night at Peirce, my [future] husband started asking me lots of questions,”
Linda Mackessy said. “He’s well known
for his very thorough questioning of people
when he first meets them; he likes to know
everything about everyone. Three hours
later we were still at Peirce and the dining
hall workers were kind of wishing we would
leave, so that’s kind of where things started.”
The two hit it off that night, but it

was just before summer break. Since they
wouldn’t see each other for a few months,
they corresponded by mail.
One day, when they were both back on
campus in the fall, Linda was sitting on a
rock outside Peirce Hall. “I worked up the
courage to ask her out,” John said.
“I was not intending to play hard to get,
but I said, ‘I’d love to go to the movie, but I
already planned to go with my friends, but

you can come along,’” Linda said.
Later that evening, none of her friends
were there; they had decided to let Linda go
to the movie alone with John.
“We started dating that night,” she said.
After John graduated in 1982, he took
a teaching job in Columbus. And the following summer, when Linda graduated in
1983, they got engaged.
“He proposed to me on the rock in front

of Peirce after he had asked for my mother’s
permission,” Linda said.
“I took her back to the spot where I
asked her for the first date, hoping I’d have a
better response than I did for the first date,”
John said.
In August of 1984, Linda and John
Mackessy got married in the Church of the
Holy Spirit, the place where they had first
met.

KenyonMarried
By Celia Cullom and Cora Markowitz

For Valentine’s Day, a look at alumni who found love on the Hill

“We were both in McBride dorm, and
[together with] Tracey’s roommate and a
friend of mine … we became like the four
musketeers and went to dinner together and
parties together and basically were inseparable. So it just became a really really great
friendship,” Tobin said.
Though Tobin said there are many beautiful places on campus to go watch the sunset with that special someone, the most fun
he had with Davis was at fraternity parties.

“Tracey and I had a great time as friends just
going and dancing up a storm,” he said.
Their friendship stayed strong throughout their time at Kenyon, even as they dated
other people.
Tobin said, “Tracy was dating somebody
else, and I was doing my thing, but we still
were good friends, we ran into each other at
parties and danced.”
Though they did date during college, it
didn’t go anywhere, only lasting one or two

Thomas Tobin
and Tracey Davis

Jeanne
and Frank Top

Thomas Tobin ’86 and Tracey Davis ’86
were never “Kenyon married” as students,
and remain unmarried to this day. But they’ve
been as good as married for the past 13 years.
They met as first years, and, while it wasn’t
love at first sight, they quickly became friends.

Jeanne and Frank Top ’84 have scarcely
parted from one another since their days as
Kenyon students. Having two friends who
joined the Delta Phi fraternity, Jeanne ended
up spending much of her time with the DPhis, where she met Frank.

weeks. “It was a very short period of time because we were so paranoid that we would ruin
our great friendship,” Tobin said.
Their friendship continued long after they
went their separate ways after graduation.
Independently, they both got married and
then divorced, remaining friends through it
all. In 2001, Davis, who was living in Cincinnati at the time, went to stay in Cleveland,
where Tobin lived, for her grandma’s birthday.

“She called me and said, ‘I’m coming to
Cleveland, if you want to get together for a
drink or something,’ and I said, ‘Yeah, that’d
be great.’ So she came over to my house ... so
to the hopeless romantic that I am, it was the
beginning of what turned out to be 13 years
of being together.”
Though they never got married, Tobin
said, “We are in every way except the piece
of paper married and very much in love …
Tracey was my first and true love.”

Her sophomore year, Jeanne began dating one of Frank’s fraternity brothers, where
she began to get to know him better.
“I was always asking, oh, why don’t you
bring [Frank] along or why don’t you have
him ask so-and-so out,” Jeanne said.
They met again at the start of their junior
year.
“The first person I met on Middle Path
after I’d driven in was Frank,” Jeanne said.
“And literally a week later he invited me to a

party and we’ve been together since.”
“Our first official date was Wednesday
night — there was always a movie in Rosse
Hall at 10:30,” Jeanne said. “So we went to a
movie. It was sort of funny because neither of
us had ever seen it, so we didn’t know what
the movie was … he invited me to A Clockwork Orange. So we’re in there and we’re both
like, oh, okay. It’s still a joke to this day.”
They’ve been together since that first
date, even after moving apart and living in

different states after graduation.
Four years after graduating, the couple
decided to tie the knot.
“We got married in 1988, so we’ll be
married 26 years this May,” Jeanne said.
“We probably had 40 Kenyon friends at our
wedding. Several of them were bridesmaids
in my wedding; one of them was Stephanie
Seidel, whose son [Will Seidel ’14] is a senior,
who’s my son Justin [Top ’14’s] best friend.”
Kenyon is, in fact, in the couples’ genes.

Both of their children, Justin and Emily Top
’17, ended up at Kenyon.
Jeanne said, “When our daughter was
born, I always thought it would be really cool
to give one of our two kids the middle name
‘Kenyon’ ... Then, when we were thinking of
a middle name for Emily, we had tossed out
a couple, and then Frank said, ‘Why don’t we
name her Kenyon?’ So our daughter is Emily Kenyon Top. So yeah, Kenyon means a
lot to us.”
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OPINIONS
EDITORS: REBECCA DANN
and ANNA DUNLAVEY

STAFF EDITORIAL

Starting is the first
step for diversity
Last semester, two students clothed themselves in white sheets, left their rooms and walked
down Middle Path. While the two were later revealed to be seniors crossing off “Dress Up As
Ghosts” on their bucket list, at the time, they were
mistaken for Ku Klux Klan imitators.
The community’s response to what would later
be deemed as the “sheet incident” sparked a hot
debate on campus. The Black Student Union invited any and all community members to meet
with them to discuss how the incident affected
them, while Dean of Students Hank Toutain sent
an email to the student body which stated, “the
College is planning a response that will include
community-wide conversations regarding social
responsibility and sensitivity to others.”
No such conversations took place until recently. Within three weeks, the majority of students
had forgotten the incident had occurred, and what
might have been a moment to begin a dialogue
around race and other diversity-related issues on
campus never occurred.
While the two seniors did not act with malice,
this event did demonstrate an unfortunate character trait of the student body — to react to an event
retroactivity instead of engaging in proactive discussions around diversity.
Last Thursday, a committee met to discuss
ways in which our campus could better engage
students in open discussions on social injustice
and tolerance. There were a number of proposals
suggested.
Yet the committee was unable to agree upon
one and left the meeting with the general sentiment that yes, more conversations should take
place, but with uncertainty as to the how they
should occur.
Conversations surrounding tolerance and diversity are difficult. They are personal; they are
complicated, but perhaps most significantly, at
Kenyon, they often do not occur before an incident of discrimination has occurred — only after.
The Committee should not tread lightly when
discussing the proposals at hand. They should
carefully consider each and every one, and not
come to a resolution on the heels of another haterelated incident, but come out ahead of it. And of
course, we should not let the perfect be the enemy
of the good. Any program can be altered and adjusted over time to make it more effective.
But something must be implemented soon.
We call upon committee members and President
Sean Decatur to decide on a course of action soon
— and prepare to follow it starting no later than
next August, when the Class of 2018 will move
in.

The opinions section is a space for members of the community to discuss issues relevant to the campus and the world at large.
The opinions expressed on this page belong only to the writer. Columns and letters to the editors do not reflect the opinions of
The Kenyon Collegian staff. All members of the community are welcome to express opinions through a letter to the editor.
The Collegian reserves the right to edit all letters and articles that are submitted for length and clarity. The Collegian cannot
accept anonymous or pseudonymous letters, and rarely accepts anonymous articles. Letters must be signed by individuals, not
organizations, and must be 250 words or less. Letters must also be received no later than the Sunday prior to publication. Members of the editorial board reserve the right to reject any submissions at their discretion. Articles and letters may be submitted to
dannr@kenyon.edu and dunlaveya@kenyon.edu.

EDITORIAL ILLUSTRATION

ILLUSTRATION BY CAT NOVACK

Confront your complaints, don’t hide online
DEREK FORET
CONTRIBUTOR

I must have looked like the stereotypical college student while
sitting on a bus from Columbus
to Cleveland last weekend. Headphones in, a textbook and notebook
sharing my lap, I was completely
shut off from my surroundings.
Near the end of the trip, though,
long after my album had stopped
playing on my iPod, I awoke from
this trance to a strange noise. I
originally thought it was a siren or
something else coming from the
outside of the bus, but quickly realized it was just some kids jamming
out to Miley Cyrus.
I was immediately annoyed.
While we only had about 10 minutes left on our trip, I was still trying to get work done. Furthermore,
didn’t they know to use headphones? And to whisper if they
actually needed to talk? I looked
around, and it seemed like my fel-

low passengers agreed with me.
Instead of turning around and politely asking them to turn it down,
however, my fellow passengers were
turning their heads, rolling their
eyes and shaking their heads. I,
personally, tried to ignore them and
decided it wasn’t that big of a deal.
I also thought of how I could make
the whole situation into an extremely passive aggressive yet funny
Kenyon Confession.
I realized, however, that my
response was self-contradictory.
If I cared so much to write about
my annoyance online, why didn’t I
want to say something to actually
try to fix it? On the other hand, if
I truly believed it wasn’t that big of
a deal, why was my initial reaction
to complain about it? Kenyon Confessions has been a popular topic for
contributors to this section; they’ve
argued its existence is explained by
Kenyon’s “oft-repressive culture”
(“Kenyon Confessions Not to be
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Taken Lightly,” Oct. 31, 2013) or
our lack of desire to share our strong
opinions on campus (“Virtual
Community Hurts Kenyon Character,” Nov. 7, 2013). While both
have valid points, neither addressed
what I experienced on my bus: our
desire to avoid conflict, yet complain about it later in what’s probably an attempt to either gain empathy or feelings of superiority. Now,
this isn’t necessarily a bad thing, unless it either fails to address, or even
breeds, social issues in real life.
I’ve been noticing more posts
lately about discrimination/minority issues on Kenyon Confessions.
While I’ve had different gut reactions to each post, I’ve always come
away concluding that I simply need
more information to understand
the situation. Call it my white male
cis privilege, but I certainly don’t
experience many of these issues
firsthand in my day-to-day life. Recently, I sent what I thought was an

offhanded joke to a friend that ended up making her feel extremely uncomfortable. Luckily, she was able to
come talk to me about it. I was at first
shocked (as it of course was nowhere
near my intention to upset her), yet I
was able to empathize with her and
learn what it was that I did wrong.
However, if she didn’t come talk
to me, and instead turned the event
into a Confession, I would have been
none the wiser. But going back to
the bus, I realized that all of our eye
rolling and head shaking was actually a prejudiced judgment of the
kids playing music. Instead of anyone telling them they were harming
others, we all just assumed they were
“like that.” Without confronting our
actual issues in real life, and just letting them wither and die online,
nothing will be able to change.
Derek Foret ’17 is a prospective math major from Washington, D.C. He can be contacted at
foretd@kenyon.edu.
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Rivalry on hiatus: Kenyon should offer
support after Denison student’s death
DAVID MCCABE, LAUREN TOOLE
and NINA ZIMMERMAN
CONTRIBUTERS

On a hill in Granville, about 40
minutes from Gambier, lies Denison
University. For most on the Kenyon
Hill, Denison is mainly known as
the despised athletic rival, the one
team we always strive to beat in every sport, especially swimming.
This week, though, you should
see them as kin. Last weekend, a
Denison senior named David Hallman III was found dead from exposure and hypothermia not far from
campus, hours after being last seen
leaving a bar following a night out.
Here at Kenyon we are not immune to this type of tragedy. In
2005, Colin Boyarski ’08 went out
to party. He had been drinking, it
was cold out, and his friends assumed that he had gotten home. He
was found the next morning, dead,
in a snowy field.
This is the kind of event that
shakes a community like ours — or
like Denison’s — to its very core.
The lives we live at a place like this
are so seemingly sheltered that we
joke about the Kenyon bubble. And
while we may have experienced a
similar tragedy in the past, that
does not mean we never will again.
We’re not protected from disas-

“

While we may have experienced a similar tragedy in the
past, that does not mean we never will again. We’re not protected from disaster, and when one strikes nearby it reminds
us of our own mortality.”

ter, and when one strikes nearby it
reminds us of our own mortality.
We reach out to one another as we
grieve, and as a result reinforce the
bonds and relationships that form
our community.
When real grief strikes nearby,
especially familiar grief, it snakes
its way through paths and dorm
hallways until we all feel its presence. And feel it we should: when
some in our community are hurting, it is our duty to empathize with
them.
But this pain extends beyond
our hilltop, and it will be especially
pronounced this week, as Denison
and Kenyon meet in the pool at the
North Coast Athletic Conference
(NCAC) swimming and diving
championships.
This is usually the event at which
the two teams are most at odds.
This year, that competition was
heightened by the NCAC’s decision to host the meet at Denison’s
newly-built natatorium. But Hallman was a former swimmer, and
now this contest seems likely to be

more somber.
These events should serve as a
reminder to us all that we do not
live in a bubble, despite our jokes
about our isolation.
More importantly, though: this
week, you should lend some of your
thoughts to Denison’s students, faculty and staff. We should stand with
them as if they were our own peers
and colleagues. We have been where
they are now, and that means more
than athletic rivalry ever will.
David McCabe is a senior political science major from New York, N Y.
He is one of the editors-in-chief of the
Collegian. He can be contacted at mccabed@kenyon.edu
Lauren Toole is a senior English
major from Belmont, NC. She is one of
the editors-in-chief of the Collegian.
She can be contacted at toolel@kenyon.
edu
Nina Zimmerman is a senior
American studies and modern languages major from Northbrook, Ill.
She is one of the sports editors of the
Collegian. She can be reached at
zimmermann@kenyon.edu.

Yes, intolerance is still alive at Kenyon
JANE SIMONTON
A&E EDITOR

Before I begin, I’d like to preface this
article by saying that it took me a long
time to decide to tell this story to such a
large audience, and the only reason why
I have decided to do so is that the main
character of the story is no longer at Kenyon. I would also like to add that I think
the world of this person in several capacities, and that this person has shown an
incredibly kind heart on many other occasions.
So, my background: I am a cradle
Episcopalian. That is to say, I was born
into the Episcopal Church and have
never faltered in my commitment to it.
I grew up going to Episcopal summer
camp and youth group and helped organize several retreats and programs for
other Episcopal youth throughout my
high school years.
The past two summers, I worked at
the Episcopal summer camp I grew up
attending, and am one of the peer ministers for Kenyon’s Canterbury Club (the
Episcopal campus ministry). I also used
to serve on the vestry for Harcourt Parish. Basically, I’m a total church nerd.
My story begins one afternoon two
Februarys ago, when I was discussing an
assignment with a group of peers. Several ideas were tossed about, and one group
member suggested we do a project concerning affordable travel for college students. Another group member then opposed that idea, explaining that by doing
so we may unintentionally alienate students for whom even “affordable” travel
is too expensive.
At this moment, another person —
whom I’ll call “Taylor” — walked by
and caught a snippet of our conversation. Taylor, a huge social justice activ-

ist, misheard the idea, and thought we
were suggesting alienating lower-income
students. Once we explained the misunderstanding, Taylor laughed, and said the
following:
“Oh, thank goodness! I was going to
say, ‘Make fun of the Christians all you
want, because they choose to be that way,
but never make fun of the poor, because
they can’t help their situation.’”
“Make fun of the Christians all you
want.”
Great.
The thing that kills me is that it was
so uncalled for. It had absolutely zero
relation to what we were talking about.
Now, Taylor was aware that I am a practicing Christian, but I don’t believe it was
meant as a personal attack in the slightest
— Taylor is not that kind of person. But
just because it was not a personal attack
does not negate its hurtfulness in any
way, nor would the comment have been
any more okay if I weren’t in the room.
Naturally, I was offended because
Christianity is important to me, but
what almost hurt me more was how easily the comment flowed out of Taylor’s
mouth, and how seemingly okay Taylor
was with implying that an incredibly important part of millions of people’s lives
was worthless.
This memory came back to me the
other day in relation to the Kenyon Confession someone posted about having sex
on the altar of the Church of the Holy
Spirit. We all have needs, it was probably on your bucket list, how thrilling to
screw over — literally — an institution
you think is inherently messed up. I get
it.
But here’s the thing: even though
that’s how you perceive the situation, not
everyone feels that way, and there are a

large number of people on this campus
who view the chapel, and its altar specifically, as a fiercely sacred place. Even if
you don’t, can we just respect that?
My discomfort about this situation
and the perception of religion on campus
brought me quickly back to that fateful
February conversation. While discussing Taylor’s comment with friends, some
have pointed out to me that, although
they understood my indignation, this
flippant comment was okay because
Christians had discriminated against
and hurt so many groups of people in
the past and that they deserved to be attacked.
Now, I get the history of Christianity
is far from all-accepting and open, even
though that is its fundamental goal. But
regardless of what has happened in the
past, it is never, ever okay to imply someone’s way of understanding the world is
worthy of scorn and ridicule. Fighting
fire with fire has never been the answer.
It saddens me deeply that something
so intolerant could happen at a school
that is normally so open to a myriad of
thoughts, a school that broadened my
understanding of the world in ways I
didn’t even know possible before I arrived
on the Hill. But it’s not just Kenyon.
No one should ever feel alienated because of who they are — no one should
ever feel like the “other” anywhere in the
world, be it because of religion, political
view, race, ethnicity, sexuality or anything else. Our idiosyncrasies are what
make us interesting and contribute to
global thought and progress — let’s respect them.
Jane Simonton ’15 is an international
studies major from Cincinnati, Ohio. She is
one of the arts editors of the Collegian. She
can be contacted at simontonj@kenyon.edu.

Quick
Complaints
“A liberal arts education has made me forget
how to study for tests.”
- McKinley Sherrod ’14
“I’ve fallen one too many times this week and
it’s only Tuesday.”
- Caitlin Ramirez ’14
“Where did all the salt go?”
- Megan Darnell ’14 and Aubrey Powers ’14
“That wrinkly painting in Old Side. I feel bad
for that guy.”
- Lucy Iselin ’16
“There’s not enough salt/cat litter in the world
for Middle Path.”
- Derek Dashiell ’16
“Where’s my Safe Ride?”
- Lauren Faccinto ’14
“Not enough caffeine in Peirce coffee.”
- Kyle Aaronson ’15
“Please no more snow!”
- Bheki Mhlanga ’16
“I lost my voice and I had to communicate
using Post-it notes.”
- Cheyenne Cardell ’15
“There was no seagull in The Seagull.”
- Christine Prevas ’15
“I’m tired of seeing the trash outside of New
Apts. People should really pick up their litter.”
- Brett Miller ’15
“Killing mice in my room is really sad. I’ve
had seven mice in my room. But thank you
Maintenance.”
- Natalie Reneau ’15
“The knockoff Sriracha makes me mad
and sad.”
- Gavin Mead ’15
“I think Middle Path is unfit for those with
physical disabilities and they have a hard time
getting across campus.”
- Lauren Corn ’15 and Logan Bialik ’15
“Who is trolling all of Kenyon Confessions?”
- Ali Goergen ’14
“My face is burning from the cold. Why am I
living where my face burns?”
- Lyra Hall ’14
“I can no longer tell the difference between
my studio key and my apartment key because I
spend so much time in my studio.”
- Elise Shattuck ’14
“My girlfriend is overly positive.”
- Nick Cooper-Hamburger ’16
“The Deli just chooses whenever
they want to close, just like today,
so now I have to eat at Peirce.”
- Camelia Milnes ’15
“Slow walking couples on Middle Path.”
- Kevin Zhang ’15
“I hate that the administration has
passive aggressively taken away all of the
cigarette ashtrays.”
- Erich Slimak ’15
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Dear Lauren,
Dear Lauren,
I’m just now starting to make good friends on campus, and I
really like these people. I worry that when it comes time to choose
roommates, these people will choose people they knew first and I’ll
be left alone.
						- Worrying Friend
Dear Worrying Friend,
Housing lottery season is a dark time for all of us. Forget the process of
picking a roommate; wait until you get to the actual lottery on April 12.
People enter as friends and leave as enemies. And there are many, many
tears. There’s nothing quite comparable to watching your top housing selection f lash before your eyes, and then seeing your second, third, fourth
(eventually you’ll lose count) picks disappear as well.
So what’s the game plan when it comes to picking roommates? There is
none. People might have an idea of who they want to live with, but that all
goes up in smoke once lottery numbers are emailed out. Then comes the
manic frenzy as would-be roommates suddenly drop each other in cutthroat
decisions and best friends transform into ex-friends. In my humble opinion,
the housing lottery is the litmus test for friendships at Kenyon College. If
your relationship can withstand the Lottery to Hell, then y’all are off icially
BFFL (Best Friends for Life).
Despite my generally somber attitude toward the housing process, I am
going to bestow upon you a few gems of advice I wish I’d had before I embarked on this journey. Who knows, maybe they will save you a few of the
broken friendships I lost along the way. That being said, I would wait until lottery numbers are sent out before you start worrying about potential
roommates. After that, you and your group of friends collectively should
f igure out the best way to pair up so that you can all live relatively close to
one another. That way, no one will be left out and you’ll get to continue to
build upon the relationships you have already begun.
Worry not, Worrying Friend! Soon you shall be Un-Worrying Friend,
and perhaps, even, Happy Friend!
Lauren Toole is a senior English major from Belmont, N.C. She is one of the
editors-in-chief of the Collegian, and has both loved and lived.

The Collegian’s newest advice column for
your questions on love and life.
Submit to dearlaurencollegian@gmail.com

THINGS WE CAN’T DO

Don’t let the doldrums of
February discourage you
MATTHEW ELEY
CONTRIBUTOR

It seems that I am not immune to the uninspired torpor that descends upon folks
here in the midst of February, despite my fondness for
winter. Yesterday, after a few
moments spent in quiet visual exchange with an empty
document where my Collegian article ought to have
been, I decided that the only
remedy for my doldrums was
a long holiday. Accordingly, I
donned my jacket and set out
upon an eastbound road, into
the countryside.
After much travel in the
snow, I came into a land which
seemed curiously familiar, just
magical enough to elude recollection. Upon a distant hill
were a series of stone fortifications, many tremendous spires
and a proud tower; a passerby
told me that this was of course
Gambier College and the village of Kenyon, a place of arcane and high learning.
A fierce Fimbulwinter had
enveloped the academy, and all
were done up in mufflers and
great overcoats. But the village seemed warm: there was
a book-monger, a pub with a
counter of refulgent copper,
an intimate coffeehouse and
a grocer of quality stock. The
scholars walked about, complex thoughts in their heads
and simple joys in their eyes
— save for one fellow who
seemed to me rather glum.
“Come now, friend,” I be-

gan amiably. “Whatever could
trouble you in this idyll?”
He turned to me and
tugged at his collar. “We
are familiar with two different colleges, I am afraid. You
seem to see what I first saw,
when I came here. But there
are people here, you would see
in time, whose wealth blinds
them; whose fortunate race
numbs them; whose ignorance
tames them; whose mundanity tires them; whose prejudice
handicaps them. Sometimes
it seems as though I do not belong here.”
“A haughty thought,” I
chided. “Why, the whole place
looks as though it were built
and inhabited by men who
had your disappointment but
denied it a second thought.
Your discouragement is not
only vanity but defeatism. I see
want for nothing, for no one
makes you be like the men you
have supposedly described.”
“But they are here, nonetheless.”
“I do not doubt their presence. But I cannot deny that
their opposites are here as well
— the place is too magical.
You make a grave error if you
forget them in remembrance
of the few people who deserve
being forgotten. Not only are
you beggared of joy but of effectiveness. I look all about
me and see many actively pursuing the ideal they have in
their heart, because they know
they are right. And in doing
so, they make this the Ken– er,

Gambier College which they
had envisioned when they first
came.” The fellow sighed.
“But do you think there
were better years in this place’s
past, when we did not have to
try and make it what we had
envisioned?”
“I assure you, there are
never such years. But the years
spent thinking as such are
never envied by future ages.
I beg you, do not be discouraged. Only look about you
and see that many others are
working towards grand ends,
and it is within you to do so as
well. The invitation is never to
come to a perfect Hill; it was
to come to a Hill that all of us
might yet perfect.”
We talked for a few hours
more, and at last shook hands
beneath mountain-clouds of
winter that burst and broke
in cascades of snow, releasing folds of pale sunlight like
molten steel. As I walked back
in the sunset I wondered if he
had ever visited Kenyon, and if
he had on one of my discouraged days whether our roles
would have been reversed.
But he has no doubt
joined Philander Chase
and many of you in finding a Hill and saying not,
“Well, this is done,” but the
far more potent, “Well, this
will do.”
Matthew Eley ’15, of
Howard, Ohio, is an English major with an IPHS
concentration. His email address is eleym@kenyon.edu.

Sorry Kenyon, but I’m just not ready for a relationship right now
ANNIE SHESLOW
CONTRIBUTOR

“College is the best four years of
your life.”
We’ve all heard that phrase. Most
likely it has come from the mouth of a
vague acquaintance at some shmoozy
party or family gathering. Let’s say
it’s a coworker of my dad’s. She sighs,
gives her red wine a nostalgic slosh
and enthusiastically tells me, again,
to enjoy it, before departing in search
of that famed seven-layer bean dip
everyone’s been talking about.
Combine that with the image of
a scruffy Josh Radnor skipping down
Middle Path like it’s the Yellow Brick
Road, throwing his arms up in the
air with similar enthusiastic choreography as Hilary Duff in the “What
Dreams Are Made Of” sequence at
the end of The Lizzie McGuire Movie,
and we have a lot of pressure to fall in
love with college. Even the latest admissions campaign features Kenyon
as a possible significant other.
Can’t we just be friends? Could
I at least buy Ascension dinner first?
It would have to be a lavish meal to
impress that gorgeous Gothic architecture, and I am not sure I can
afford the Kenyon Inn right now.
Maybe I should set my sights on
taking Mather out first — I know it

wouldn’t mind a romantic evening of
Netflix and Gambier Grill takeout.
See, Kenyon, I know I might have
said some things last Midnight Slice
about how happy I was and perhaps
made it seem like I was ready for
something more, but I was reveling in the mind-altering powers of
cheese and pepperoni. I wasn’t in my
right mind! Now I feel like we’re going too fast.
I know this image of college as
the pinnacle of life comes from admissions officers who are just doing
their job to attract students. A postcard hanging over a teacher’s desk in
my high school had a picture of Ohio
State with the caption “I bleed scarlet
and gray” in menacing looking capitals.
Let me be the first to say that I am
happy here, though perhaps if you
saw me when I spilled a meatball on
my pants last week and I looked close
to tears because I had to go home and
change, it would appear the opposite.
I’m just not sure if the violet blood
that runs through the Purple Person
also courses through my veins. I do
know that, especially after spending
a semester abroad, I have realized just
how special Kenyon is.
While every small liberal arts
college sells the “community” aspect

through pamphlets featuring a picture of a gray-haired lady chatting
with a young student on a leafy campus, the community here is real and
tangible.
I loved that unbelievably strange
moment during Midnight Breakfast
when some angel called in Shania
Twain’s “Man! I Feel Like a Woman”
to WKCO and both sides of Peirce
engaged in a stress- and sugar-fuelled
karaoke session. Some had gummy
worms swinging out of their mouths,
others brandished hash brown triangles on forks like proud flags, but
everyone was singing. When “Bohemian Rhapsody” followed next and
the magic campfire-style sing-a-long
continued, I knew I had made the
right choice in choosing Kenyon.
Despite the amazing connections I’ve made here — whether with
friends, professors, AVI workers and
the fabulous Julie from the post office — there are times when the hug
of belonging feels like a strangle. The
frantic phases when I find myself
spinning wheels, treading water or
acting out any other stalemate metaphor are short lived.
Still, when I am in the midst of
one of these slight, natural dips, I feel
like I’m betraying something. The
cultural discourse depicting under-

grad as some sort of intellectual adventure party utopia sprinkled with
PBR cans and stories to slap that
broad “when you’re older” label on
makes me feel like I’m doing college wrong if I do not exclaim every
morning how much I sincerely love
it.
With all the authority vested
in me by this wandering column, I
hereby free any reader from the confines of the “I absolutely love it” standardized small talk response. Tell
your dental hygienist you enjoy college “just fine,” or reply to your hair
stylist that undergrad is “good.” Don’t
cave into their inquisitive stares that
beg to ask why you neglected to
use a more hyperbolic superlative. Let them wonder why you
are failing to respond.
In the words of my secondfavorite inspiration, Bob
Dylan,
sometimes
“there’s no success like
failure.”
And when you
do fail, feeling like
the Kenyon Bubble is

some kind of Iron Curtain, don’t be
afraid to be a little grumbly or withdrawn. Allow me to draw some inspiration from my single favorite
muse, Hannah Montana, when she
preaches, “Everybody makes mistakes / has those days. / If I’m not
doin’ too well / Why be so hard on
myself? / Nobody’s perfect / I gotta
work it.”
Consider this my final remark,
Kenyon: we’re just going to have to
be friends.
Annie Sheslow ’15 is an English major from Wilmington, Del. You can contact her at sheslowa@kenyon.edu.
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“I would like to compliment Jay Corrigan on his
“Professor Alexandra
devotion to economics
Bradner is a thoughtful and biting wit.”
and caring genius.”
Madelyn Cook ’17
Jennifer Seely ’16

EDITORS: JULIE FRANCE
HANNAH STEIGMEYER

and

“I’ll compliment the day after
snow when the snow is unbroken and gorgeous outside of
my window.”
Stewart Huntsman ’16

Seeing Double: John Green ’00 meets Jon Green ’14
What could a famous author and a senior at Kenyon possibly have in
common besides their name? More than one would think.
love to be a full-time student. And
yeah, there’s really nothing about my
life that is fun except I have these kids
and this wife.
Jon: I’ve got a really relaxed schedule.

JULIE FRANCE AND
HANNAH STEIGMEYER
FEATURES EDITORS

John Green: I just wanted to say
that I feel bad because when I was a
student at Kenyon, there was a guy …
who was a Bigfoot researcher whose
name is John Green. He was quite
famous at the time and the leading
proponent of Bigfoot being a real
thing and I hated that. So [Jon], if
you hate me, I understand, but forgive
me.
Jon Green: No, not at all. I think that
every generation [at] Kenyon needs
its own John Green.

Why is “Jo(h)n Green” such a great
name?
Jon: People tend to truncate it into a
one-syllable word. People on my basketball team are like, “Hey, Jongreen.”
John: Yeah, yeah even my mom calls
me “John Green.”
What makes a good writer?
Jon: You have to have some sort of
emotional attachment to what you’re
writing. … You have to have some
mature backing to what you’re saying.
John: Yeah, that’s what I like about
writing, is the making a connection
with someone else, but not having
to actually talk to them. I’m pretty
introverted, so on an emotional level, a
deep level, without having to actually
communicate with them.

Jon, have you ever been mistaken for
John Green, the author?
Jon: Not in person. Occasionally
people write online, and when they
write online, and misspell [my first
name] it will look like they’re talking
about me when they’re not … I get
asked, “Have you met him? Do you
read all of his books?” And I follow
the [VlogBrothers, which feature
John and his brother, Hank] YouTube
videos religiously.

John, what makes a good student?
John: Inquisitiveness or intellectual
curiosity, and an openness. I think it’s
really hard to be open to intellectual
experiences because they can be quite
challenging. Also it’s particularly hard
because we live in this echo chamber where it’s very easy to surround
yourself with voices .… One of the
pleasures of learning is that it pulls
you out of your echo chamber.

Have you considered swapping
places for a day? What would be the
best part about the switch?
John: Well, tell me a little more about
your life. Are you dating?
Jon: Currently not.
John: Alright, well, that’s going to
be worse [for me]. I’m married, so
your life is going to get better in that
respect. You’re a poli sci major, so
that’s going to be a negative for me.
Are you taking any English classes?
Any religion or anything?
Jon: No, no.
John: That’s a disaster. But yeah, I
would love to be back at school. This
is cliché to say, but college is such a
privilege and it’s so wasted on people
in your generation, but yeah, I would

John, how is Kenyon different from
when you were a student?
John: Well, the gym is nicer. The food
is dramatically, dramatically improved.
And in general, the facilities have
improved. The core of the Kenyon
experience seems very similar to me.
The students seem very similar to
me. They’re smarter, they’re better; I
would have never gotten into Kenyon

nt
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What were the benefits of being
here for five years? (Both Greens
spent five years at Kenyon.)
Jon: Well, at least in my experience
this year, you’ve sort of figured it out.
… You get a sort of reflective look on
what the previous four years meant,
which a lot of other Kenyon students
do not get.
John: Yeah, I really liked my fifth
year. Well, I only had a fifth half-year,
for the record. I missed a semester
because I had whooping cough … but
I did really have whooping cough — I
know it’s an 18th-century peasant
disease, but I had it. You can look it up
in the files. If Dr. Schermer [former
College physician] is still here he’ll
vouch for me. But I did feel like I had
it figured out. I also felt kind of — a
little bit — like I owned the place. On
some level, I felt like I could keep doing it for many years and I would only
get better at it.
John, what was your favorite Kenyon
class? Professor?
John: It’s hard to say, because I
liked a lot of my classes. Professor
[Donald] Rogan, a religious [studies] professor, was really important
to me on a personal level, as well as
on an academic one. … His class was
hugely influential to me, and on the
English side, Professor [Perry] Lentz,
who’s now retired — his overview was
sort of legendary at Kenyon. It was
an 8 a.m. class and it was brutal and
hard … and gosh, I mean, there’s so
many. Professor [of Religious Studies
Vernon] Schubel’s class, Intro to Islam
… I had a great Russian professor,
Professor [Natalia] Olshanskaya …
she’s like the nicest woman in the
world. She was very generous to me

HENRI GENDREAU | COLLEGIAN

John Green and Jon Green bond over being super seniors at Kenyon.
despite, “Ya nada? Ne? Goboroo po
ryski.”
What’s your funniest Kenyon
experience?
John: The funny things revolved
around doing things I shouldn’t have
been doing. I don’t wanna tell you.
Jon: The most fun parts about going
to college in general is you have to
waste enough time on people that you
sort of mesh. This one time, a couple
years ago, a friend wanted to go to
the KAC and I didn’t and he literally
dragged me by my sweatshirt strings
and like we slid down to the KAC
together and … that experience, that’s
sort of going to college for me.
What is something you regret about
your time at Kenyon?
John: Yeah, yeah, I have a ton of
regrets. I regret not being a more
attentive student, and also in general
not being a more attentive person.
I had, at many times, an insular life
because of the nature of my mental
health, and I wish I had been much
more open to experiences and par-

ticularly to the experience of class —
and I mean, I did not miss that much
class, but on a weekly basis, what if
something happened in one of those
lectures that I missed that would have
given me another book or would have
transformed my life. And then all of
my other regrets are about girls.
Jon: Obviously, the classes that you
wished you’d taken … I don’t have
that many regrets.
John, what’s it like to be considered a
famous Kenyon alum?
John: It’s surreal — I mean, I still
don’t think of myself that way. I mean
I love this college and I love Gambier
and I feel very lucky to be back here
and certainly very lucky to have the
opportunity to speak to students ... it
is a little goofy, but I’m psyched.
Jon: I’ve always said that I want to be
just famous enough to have a Wikipedia page dedicated to me
John: I have every ounce of confidence in you, Jon Green, that you will
carry on the name heroically.
This interview has been edited for
length and clarity.
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Senior Class Total:

Junior Class Total:
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Phoebe Rotter ’14

Cupid is the son of
which Roman diety?

Venus

What was the name of
Philander Chases’s
valentine(s)?
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Sophomore Class Total: First-Year Class Total:

24

32

Christine Prevas ’15

Paul Henshaw ’16

Ian Edwards ’17

Venus

Venus

Zeus

Venus

Mary Fay (1st wife) or
Sophia May Ingraham
(2nd wife)

Philandria Chase

Sarah

Margaret

Ursula

Weekly Scores
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1
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SCOREBOARD
INDOOR TRACK

WOMEN’S TENNIS

FEB. 8

at

BOB SHANNON INVITE

vs

GRANVILLE, OHIO
8TH PLACE (M&W)

MEN’S BASKETBALL

WOMEN’S BASKETBALL

FEB. 9

FEB. 12

U of CHICAGO

vs

GAMBIER, OHIO
L 0-9

FEB. 12

DENISON UNIVERSITY

vs

GAMBIER, OHIO
W 65-51

DENISON UNIVERSITY

GAMBIER, OHIO
L 69-74

Men’s tennis crushes season opener over U of Chicago
ALEX PIJANOWSKI
STAFF WRITER

The beginning of any
sports season is a time when
teams are often excused
for faltering slightly. For
a number of reasons, most
clubs would be justified in
taking some time to regain
their rhythm from the end
of the previous season.
But this year, Kenyon’s
men’s tennis team does not
need to be excused for any
disappointments.
As they return to play
after several cold months
where the team is unable to
practice together and outdoor play is impossible, and
while key players are recovering from injury and illness as a number of athletes
have just returned from
abroad, the Lords could
certainly have been stymied
by any number of obstacles
this past weekend. But
playing at home on Sunday,
Feb. 9, the Lords defeated
the Maroons of the University of Chicago by a whopping score of 8-1.
If the Lords tennis
squad is playing so well
during its early-season adjustment period, its potential for later-season compe-
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Wade Heerboth ’15’s effort helped lead the Lords to victory over the University of Chicago.
tition seems monumental.
“For us to win that
match 8-1, it’s a good sign
for us that everybody is ...
ready to compete,” Head
Coach Scott Theilke said.
“I liked the result from this
weekend; I was really happy about it.” This will be his
19th season coaching the
team.
Thielke cited the performance by Wade Heerboth

’15 at No. 1 singles as
especially
impressive.
Heerboth’s
opponent,
Deepak Sabada, is currently the 10th-ranked player in the country, though
Heerboth made easy work
of him, winning 6-1, 6-2.
Jacob Huber ’15, along
with Michael Roberts ’17,
played the first doubles
match of Huber’s career at
No. 2 doubles, which he

and Roberts won 8-6. Davis Thrailkill ’15 and Colin
Haas ’15 also stepped into
significant roles in the singles lineup and won their
matches.
Sam Geier ’16, who won
the singles bracket at the
International Tennis Association Indoor Championships in September and is
currently the fourth-ranked
player in the country, is ex-

pected to be an indispensable part of the lineup this
season. On Sunday, Geier
played No. 1 singles and
No. 2 doubles alongside
Tim Rosensteel ’15. Geier
and Rosensteel defeated
their U of Chicago counterparts 9-7 and, although
Geier’s singles match was
the team’s loss, he still
played a well-fought match
against Sven Kranz that
went to three sets (6-2, 5-7,
6-4).
The team is already
exceeding
expectations,
which were set high to begin with — a poll released
in the fall has the team sitting at No. 5 in the nation.
Thielke said there is an active online community of
blogs and discussion boards
which relate to Division III
tennis.
His perusal of these sites
and forums suggested that
most analysts predicted a
close match of 5-4, with
the winning team uncertain. But the Lords turned
what many expected to be a
close match into a resounding victory.
The doubles unit was a
particularly effective part of
the Lords’ attack on Sun-

day, contributing immensely to the stunning victory.
“We really haven’t been
expected to win doubles,
which was why [the commentators] thought it
would be close,” Geier said.
“But we had a bunch of
close matches, and we ended up winning all of them,
which was a huge confidence booster.”
Besides that, an already
strong lineup will be fortified when three Lords —
Tristan Kaye ’16, Michael
Razumovsky ’15 and Robert Turlington ’16 — return
from the disabled list later
in the season. Both Razumovsky and Turlington
won All-American honors
last season.
“Three of our potential starters are not playing
right now, so that hurts us,”
Thielke said. “The fortunate thing for us is that we
have a tremendous amount
of depth.”
On Saturday, the Lords
will play a doubleheader. In
the morning, they will face
the University of Wisconsin-Whitewater and take
on Earlham College in the
evening. Both matches will
take place in Gambier.

DeLeon shatters records but Lords, Ladies finish last
IAN ROUND
STAFF WRITER

“She’s gone insane out there,”
Head Coach Duane Gomez said
after Sierra DeLeon ’14 won
both the women’s 60-meter dash
and 60-meter hurdles Feb. 8 at
the Bob Shannon Invitational
at Denison University. DeLeon
broke multiple Kenyon records in
the process.
DeLeon broke her own records she set last weekend at the
Fighting Scots Invitational at the
College of Wooster. She ran the
60-meter dash in 7.86 seconds
and the 60-meter hurdles in 9.13
seconds.
Though DeLeon had a stellar
meet, both the men’s and women’s teams placed last out of eight
teams at the meet, which was the
last chance to qualify for the AllOhio Championships next week
at Otterbein University.
Gomez said many runners who
had already qualified for the AllOhio Championships did not run.
Willett is ranked third in Ohio
DIII in the women’s 5,000-meter and Sam Lagasse ’16 is ranked
fourth in Ohio DIII in the men’s
5,000-meter.
Despite a last-place finish,

both the men’s and women’s distance medley relay teams qualified
for next week’s championships.
The women’s relay team of Jenna
Willett ’14, Subei Kyle ’17, Lauren Bittrich ’16 and Tory Bruch
’14 placed second. The men’s team
of Nat Fox ’16, Ulises Arbelo ’16,
Willy Friedlander ’14 and Peter
Granville ’16 placed fourth. The
first runner in the distance medley
relay runs 1,200 meters, the second runs 400, the third runs 800
and the last runs 1,600.
Gomez said DeLeon currently
has the best women’s 60-meter
time in Ohio Division III and
is tied for the 10th best time in
NCAA Division III. He said she
has the third best time among
Ohio DIII runners in the women’s
60-meter hurdles and 200-meter
dash.
“She’s running so fast because
she’s having a lot of fun,” Gomez
said.
DeLeon isn’t interested in nation- or state-wide rankings,
though.
“I get super nervous when it
gets to that stuff,” she said. “I don’t
think I want to know right now.”
DeLeon credited her wins
to an increased focus on run-

ning form and efficient starts as
encouraged by Assistant Coach
Brian Clymer. Before, DeLeon
would normally become stressed
and nervous at the start of a race,
and Clymer helped her overcome
that obstacle.
“He’ll remind me of [running
form] early in the day,” she said.
“He knows that I get nervous, so
he’ll come give me a fist bump and
go away.”
This, for her, is a distinct departure from the past.
“How running has been for me
recently is that I kind of do my
own thing, and run with reckless
abandon, and for the first time I’m
really focusing on the form and
technical things,” she said.
Clymer often has DeLeon
practice the first few steps off of
the starting blocks a few times before practice, which is a physically
and mentally tiring exercise.
“For me, what’s worse than
doing an exhausting workout is
thinking about an exhausting
workout,” DeLeon said.
As the track team looks towards the Championship meet
this weekend, Gomez said he expects Natalie Plick ’16 to return
soon from a nagging knee injury

COURTESY OF KENYON ATHLETICS

Willy Friedlander ’14 ran the third leg in the men’s distance medley relay.
that has sidelined her since the
cross country season. Plick won
the women’s mile run at the indoor All-Ohio Championships
last year. He added that Lizzie
Halper ’15 will return soon from
sickness. “Once [Halper] gets
healthy she’ll be one of the top
ones again,” Gomez said.
Denison also hosted the All-

Ohio Championships in combined events on Feb 8. Emma
Levant ’16 placed eighth and Alex
Benthem de Grave ’16 placed seventh in the women’s and men’s indoor pentathlon, respectively. The
rest of the Lords and Ladies will
compete at the All-Ohio Championships this Saturday, Feb. 15 in
Westerville.
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Ladies tennis crushes Otterbein, Marooned by Chicago
REED DICKERSON
STAFF WRITER

This past weekend was a
mixed bag for Kenyon’s women’s
tennis team.
The Ladies faced off against
two teams, starting off strong on
Saturday by defeating Otterbein
University 7-2 and nearly sweeping up all the singles matches.
But the team didn’t fare so well
against the University of Chicago Maroons the following day
and were skunked 0-9.
Saturday’s victory over Otterbein chalked up the first win
for the team this season. Kenyon
started off the day strong with
two wins in doubles, the first
going to the team of Samantha
Murphy ’16 and Abigail Younger ’15 with a swift 8-4 win, and
the second to the pairing of
Elise Altschuler ’16 and Madison Hoffman ‘16 with a final
score of 9-8 (8-6).
“I think against Otterbein we
played pretty well, and we kept
a lot more balls in play,” Head
Coach Scott Thielke said. “Otterbein is ranked just a few spots
below us in the region, so we
knew it was going to be a pretty
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Taylor Diffley ’16 won and lost in singles play over the weekend, winning versus Otterbein but falling to Chicago.
good challenge.”
In singles, the Ladies cleaned
up with five total victories. Murphy started singles with a quick
victory of 6-3, 6-3 against Otterbein’s Adrien Leatherwood.
Taylor Diffley ’16 won the following match with a score of
6-0, 6-4, while Kenyon’s sole
loss in singles went to Jenna
Murray ’17. The Ladies knocked

out the the remaining three
matches, with Lauren Hoffman
’16 beating Otterbein’s Emma
Krummel with a score of 7-5,
4-6 and 6-4. Samantha Betts ’14
and Heather Fantry ’16 finished
up the day in doubles with a final
score of 6-2, 6-1, and 6-1, 7-5,
respectively.
Thielke said Kenyon and Otterbein match up similarly, mak-

ing the win even sweeter.
“I felt real good about how
we played against Otterbein,” he
said. “They also have two of the
best players in the region as well
as number one and number two,
so we knew that was going to be
a tough day.”
After ousting Otterbein, the
Ladies took to the court the next
day against Chicago. Thielke

15

said the Maroons posed a formidable challenge for the Ladies,
changing Kenyon’s strategy going into the match.
“The University of Chicago
has been to the quarterfinals of
the national tournament the last
nine years in a row, so consistently they’re a very strong program,” Thielke said. “What we
wanted to see in playing them
was, could we play with them.”
While the Ladies didn’t quite
manage to nab a game, Diffley
and Madison Hoffman had the
closest match, playing the Maroons in doubles to a final match
score of 8-4.
“We actually handled the
pace of the ball okay, but playing consistently between a team
that well is hard to do,” Thielke
said. “We were able to do it for
bits and pieces of the match, but
we weren’t able to do it for the
entire match. And that’s the difference between their level and
our level right now.”
These last two matches put
the Ladies at 1-2 for the season. The Ladies will play against
Case Western Reserve University at home on Saturday at 2 p.m.

Lords edged by No. 13 OWU Ladies lose on Senior Day
BEN PAYNER
STAFF WRITER

NOAH GURZENSKI
STAFF WRITER

The Lords suffered a
heartbreaking defeat over the
weekend against No. 13 Ohio
Wesleyan University (OWU).
Nearly 200 fans filled Tomsich
Arena Saturday afternoon to
watch OWU’s Nick Felhaber — who for the entire day
couldn’t throw a grape in the
ocean — drain a deep three
with 6.8 seconds left to thwart
the Lords’ upset bid and give
OWU a 68-65 victory.
Kenyon started the game
fast behind Co-Captain
Brian Lebowitz ’14’s strong
start. In the first five minutes
of play he had nine points on
4-6 shooting, including one
three-pointer. Unfortunately,
his two early fouls forced Head
Coach Dan Priest to keep him
on the bench for the remainder of the half. Tim Connolly
’16 stepped in and continued
his exceptional play, pouring
in nine points, including two
three-pointers, in 10 minutes
of first-half action.
As the game wore on, it
was clear why OWU is a top15 team nationwide. The Battling Bishops never panicked
despite going down by as many
as 11 points on three different
occasions in the first half and
managed to go into the half
tied at 36. The Lords outshot
OWU 52.2 to 36.1 percent in
the first half and easily could
have secured a lead had they
made more than nine of their
17 free throw attempts.
The second half was a nail
biter, with no team extending much of a lead. The larg-

Ohio Wesleyan University
(OWU) snapped the Kenyon
women’s basketball team’s
three-game winning streak
this past Saturday, trouncing
the Ladies 71-54 on Kenyon’s
Senior Day.
After Kenyon defeated
Ohio Wesleyan 81-76 earlier this season on Jan. 4, the
Battling Bishops were eager
for revenge and jumped out
to an early lead that they held
through nearly all of the first
five minutes of the game.
Co-Captain
Maureen
Hirt ’14 knocked down a
jumper at the 15:04 mark,
making the score 13-12 to
give Kenyon their first lead of
the game.
But OWU wouldn’t let
Kenyon get comfortable, outscoring the Ladies 24-7 over
the course of 10 minutes to
make the score 40-27 in favor
of the Battling Bishops with
1:37 left in the first half. Ohio
Wesleyan’s biggest contributions came from beyond the
arc in the first half, as they
hit six of their 12 three-point
shots.
Not willing to end the half
on a bad note, Kenyon went
into the second half of play
riding a 5-0 run, as Sarah
Hobbs ’15 hit a three pointer with 17 seconds remaining and Co-Captain Maggie
Boelter ’14 converted on a pair
of free throws with 0.4 seconds left to make the score 4032. Boelter led Kenyon with
16 points on the afternoon.
Kenyon continued to chip
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Ikenna Nwadibia ’14 almost triple-doubled in Saturday’s loss.
est margin the Lords led by
in the second half was seven,
with just over 11 minutes to
play. OWU fought back, however, and took their first lead of
the game with 4:46 left to play.
Lebowitz responded with a
jumper of his own on the next
possession to give Kenyon the
lead again. The teams continued to trade baskets until the
Lords found themselves down
by two with 1:30 left.
After a chaotic scramble for
a loose ball, Co-Captain Julian
Pavlin ’14 found Co-Captain
Ikenna Nwadibia ’14, who returned the ball to Pavlin to finish the play with a game-tying
midrange baseline jumper.
Tied with 43 seconds left on
the clock, the Lords needed
one defensive stop, which they
were unable to get. Perhaps the
most crushing part of this defeat was that the Lords defended OWU’s last possession perfectly. They took away the first
and second option and OWU
was forced to take a deep three

as the shot clock expired.
After two timeouts the
Lords got the ball in Connolly’s hands with six seconds to
go. Following a sloppy venture
up the court, Connolly ended
up with a good look for the tie
from near the Lords’ bench.
Unlike OWU’s, Kenyon’s
prayer would not be answered.
For the game, Lebowitz
paced the Lords with 18 points
and eight rebounds. Nwadibia
had one of his best all-around
games of the year with 10
points, 13 rebounds and eight
assists, only two dimes shy
of a triple-double. Lebowitz
indicated the team is not dejected after the heartbreaking
loss, saying they were “excited
to fight the rest of the season.
We’ve had some frustrating
losses but we really appreciate
the fan support.”
Last night, the Lords fell
69-74 to rival Denison. Kenyon will take the court next on
Saturday when they travel to
Indiana to face DePauw.
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Maggie Boelter ’14 led the Ladies with 16 points versus OWU.
away at Ohio Wesleyan in the
second half, as Hirt tallied the
first five second-half points for
the Ladies to cut OWU’s lead
to four at the 16:16 mark.
That was as close as Kenyon would get the rest of the
way, however, as the Bishops
proceeded to go on an 11-2
run and then established a
lead as large as 21 points to
put the game out of reach for
Kenyon.
Kenyon’s struggling shooting game sealed the team’s
fate, as the Ladies shot just
.279 from the floor, their
poorest shooting performance
of the season.
“It was just one of those
games where our shots were
not falling,” Head Coach Suzanne Helfant said. “I thought
that we moved the ball fairly
well, I thought that we got
open shots, and that we just
weren’t making them.”
Kenyon struggled from
three-point land as well, making just 21.4 percent of their

shots from beyond the arc.
“[OWU] shot the ball really well from behind the
three-point line,” Helfant
said. “And we typically can
equalize things at the threepoint line and it worked
against us; we couldn’t knock
shots down from out there.”
Last night, the Ladies defeated Denison University
65-51 at home. Hirt led the
Ladies with 31 points in the
win. The win raised Kenyon’s
record to 14-8 overall and 8-5
in North Coast Athletic Conference (NCAC) play.
With three more games to
go in the regular season, the
Ladies sit at fourth place in
the NCAC.
The Ladies have a tough
weekend ahead as they seek to
avenge regular season loses to
both No. 1 nationally-ranked
DePauw University this Saturday and Wittenberg University next Wednesday in
Kenyon’s final home game of
the season.

INSIDE: Men’s tennis starts spring season with win, P. 14
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Over 120 girls from local communities participated in a free clinic given by Kenyon’s women’s varsity
teams in celebration of National Women in Sports Day.

Ladies share love of the game with local girls
NINA ZIMMERMAN
SPORTS EDITOR

“We are losing,” seven-yearold Zoe Morrison pouted to her
mother.
“But you’re having fun, right?”
Emily Morrison replied, kissing
her daughter’s head before Zoe
sprinted back onto the MultiActivity Court (MAC) of the
Kenyon Athletic Center (KAC),
where several Ladies soccer players supervised a group game.
Zoe and her younger sister, sixyear-old Alexis, were two of more
than 120 girls who participated in
a free clinic facilitated by members
of Kenyon’s women’s varsity athletic teams at the KAC last Sunday, Feb. 8.
The clinic marked Kenyon’s
observance of National Women
in Sports Day, which serves as a
part of an initiative enacted by
Congress in 1987 to celebrate and
support women’s participation in
sports.
“We’ve gone from 20 [participants] the first time to well over
120 this year,” said Head Women’s Soccer Coach Kelly Bryan,
who organized the event. “Getting them involved in something is
just such a positive thing for these
young girls as they’re growing up.
We want them to really love it
when they’re little and then find
an appreciation for it and make it
part of their lifestyle as they get
older.”

The day included two hours of
clinics followed by a reception with
snacks and pizza. The participants,
divided into groups by age, rotated
around to different stations inside
the KAC. The stations showcased
seven women’s varsity sports: soccer, lacrosse, track and field, softball, field hockey, basketball and
volleyball. The clinic was open to
girls from kindergarten through
eighth grade.
“A lot of these girls are a lot
younger, so it’s great that they’re
getting introduced to sports so
early, just so that they know that it
is a fun thing,” field hockey player
Anna Petek ’17 said. “I think girls
should definitely not be afraid to
get into sports and be rugged and
athletic.”
For softball player Molly
O’Connor ’16, engaging in the
community is especially important
with the recent financial struggles
of local school systems.
“I think it’s a great opportunity
for young girls in Mount Vernon,
with all of the stuff that’s been going on with their extracurriculars
being cut,” O’Connor said. “It’s really fun for us to get to teach little
girls how to play a sport that we
really love.”
As the girls played, family members and siblings mingled
around the edges of the courts,
watching and cheering. Sitting
on a bench near the edge of the
MAC, Emily Morrison explained

that she’s already seen participation in sports have a positive influence on her young daughters.
“Sports promote independence
in young girls. It builds their selfconfidence,” Morrison said. “After
a whole season of cheerleading,
[Zoe is] still kind of shy, but once
she gets started she can function a
lot better. And she’s doing better
in school and she’s more independent around the house and in the
classroom.”
That sense of independence
rings true for Zoe’s younger sister as well. Morrison said Alexis
became fascinated by the swimming races in the Summer Olympics two years ago and decided she
wanted to be a swimmer.
“After watching the Olympics
she ended up teaching herself how
to swim because she was so determined,” Morrison said.
Though swimming remains
Alexis’s favorite sport, she said she
liked the basketball station because of the “throwing.”
Sitting next to Morrison, Sarah
Yoakam watched her sister, eightyear-old Naomi, run around the
court. In their second year participating in the Kenyon clinic, Yoakam said Naomi’s favorite part in
years past was the high jump, “because you get to land on a pillow.”
Standing guard at the long
jump station, distance runners
Natalie Plick ’16 and Sarah-Marie
Choong ’17 admired the enthusi-

asm of the girls as they took turns
running and jumping as far as they
could into the sand.
“There was a girl in a red
shirt who just kept coming back;
she wanted to keep doing that,”
Choong said.
“It’s nice to see them light up
and just have fun doing something as simple as running into a
pit of sand,” Plick said. “It’s nice
to be reminded of the days when
your duty was just to have fun, run
around.”
On the edge of the indoor
track, Tony Mickley of Danville
watched as his seven-year-old
daughter Addison worked her way
through the stations. Though she
already plays basketball and softball, Addison said the day had
been a “little hard” so far and
her favorite part of the event had
been playing volleyball. Jamie
Gronberg, whose daughter Grace
participated alongside Addison,
noticed not just how much fun
the girls were having but also the
quality of the instruction.
“I’m impressed with the girls
who are helping them,” he said.
“They’re doing a good job.”
For the student-athletes, Bryan
said coaching young girls reminds
them of the importance of mentoring and that “somebody made
an impact on you and that’s probably why you’re still playing the
sport at this point.”
Head Softball Coach Erin

O’Neill echoed her sentiment.
“I think it’s important for little girls to have role models and I
think college student-athletes are
typically some of the best that you
can find, especially here at Kenyon
College,” O’Neill said.
Up near the entrance to the
Tomsich Arena bleachers, Kenyon’s AVI Foodsystems Office
Manager Theresa Ewers watched
her granddaughters Avery and
Laney Kuehner, ages eight and 10,
bounce, dribble and pass their way
around the stations. Ewers said
the clinic also spreads community awareness of different sports,
especially ones like lacrosse and
field hockey, that are relatively unknown to the area.
“This is fun; this is good,” Ewers said. “Sometimes [kids] don’t
even get to try some of this stuff.
[My granddaughters] were like,
field hockey, lacrosse, what is
that? Neither one had ever played
anything until this past summer,
when they started softball.”
With a big grin, Avery said
her favorite sport was basketball.
Though it was hard for her at first,
Laney latched on to lacrosse.
“Once I got to know lacrosse, it
was fun,” Laney said.
Afterwards, Laney and Avery
wandered around the steps outside
the KAC Theater, trying to collect as many athletes’ signatures as
possible on their matching tie-dye
t-shirts.

